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ABSTRACT 

Delta-sigma Analog-to-Digital Converters have 

recently become important for providing high resolution 

with monotonicity and reasonable signal-to-distortion 

ratings without the need for laser trimming techniques. 

This has come about because of the recent ability to 

combine both extensive digital computation power, and 

switched-capacitor analog circuitry on a monolithic chip. 

Delta-Sigma converters have primarily been used, however, 

in signal processing applications, notably digital audio, 

but not for instrumentation since the DC performance is 

not necessarily outstanding. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide a 

very high accuracy (better than 16 bit) instrumentation

quality DC-accurate, Delta-Sigma based Analog-to-Digital 

converter in monolithic form. Autocalibration is used to 

give endpoint (gain and offset) correction, and chopper 

stabilization minimizes the effect of parameter shifts, 

drift, and flicker noise. A digital filter, needed for 

all Delta-Sigma converters, serves as a signal processor 

to reject out-of-band noise and resonant responses of the 

external system. A 3-micron, double-poly CMOS process is 

• 
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used. Power requirements are +/- 5 Volts. 

A six-pole Gaussian IIR digital filter is chosen 

for good transient response and no overshoot. The filter 

algorithm and hardware solve the difference equations of 

a low-pass switched-capacitor prototype filter in digital 

form. Due to the low bandwidth needed, an area-efficient 

shift-and-add architecture is used. The area is further 

reduced with a novel multiplication algorithm, and the 

logic is reused to perform the calculations required for 

calibration. 

The system level device performance is verified 

in FORTRAN. The analog subcircuits are simulated over 

process and temperature corners in HSPICE. Measurements 

show differential and integral linearity, DC accuracy and 

-noise near the 20-bit level. Power supply rejection, and 

out-of-band signal attenuation are good, and the step 

response is monotonic. The circuit is marketed as 

crystal semiconductor CSC5503 and CSC5501 (20 and 16-bit 

resolutions, respectively). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rapid advances in integrated circuit technology, 

including both analog and digital circuitry, allow the 

extensive use of digital filtering and calibration to 

correct for noise and systematic errors respectively in 

high accuracy analog to digital converters (ADC). 

Previously, mainly analog techniques provided the 

linearity and accuracy. For moderate conversion rates, 

these included current source segmentation (Schoef), 

laser trimming (Naylor), dynamic element matching (Van de 

Plassche & Schouwenaars), algorithmic converters (Li et 

al), and autocalibration (Lee & Hodges, Welland et al). 

Other techniques provide good differential linearity, but 

not necessarily good integral linearity (Post & Schoppe). 

At lower speeds, integrating analog to digital converters 

(Milne, Goodenough September, 1987) were used. 

As the industry has moved toward CMOS as the 

technology of choice, the analog techniques allowing 

mixed analog and digital circuits on a single chip have 

been periodically reviewed in the literature (Hodges et 
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aI, Black, Habekotte et aI, Vittoz). Meanwhile, 

oversampling (delta-sigma) techniques were developing, 

(Candy, Agrawal and Shenoi) waiting for the wide 

availability of practical LSI mixed analog and digital 

circuits for great i.mpact (Hauser et aI, Rose). The 

access to digital filtering has begun the widespread use 

of oversampled or Delta-Sigma techniques (Goodenough, 

October, 1987, Hayashi et aI, Koch & Heise), notably for 

voice band and digital audio circuits. However, little 

or no work on DC correction of these highly linear 

feedback loops has been done. 

A need exists at the high-resolution, low-speed 

end of the continuum, now dominated by integrating 

converters (Milne, Goodenough Sept, 1987), for an analog 

to digital converter (ADC) with high resolution and 

accuracy down to DC, providing on-chip filtering of noise 

and unwanted signals. These signals may include line 

interference, gaussian noise, and system resonances. An 

example of system resonances would be the damped 

mechanical oscillation of a weigh scale. Previously, 

line interference was handled by long integration over 

integer multiples of the line period. This requires a 

prior knowledge of the length of that period. It does 
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little for random noise, or resonances and interference 

from signals of unknown or non-predetermined frequencies. 

Analog prefiltering requires multiple operational 

amplifiers and passive components, with their attendant 

undesirable effects on system accuracy, miniaturization, 

cost, reliability, and power. Furthermore, it fails to 

filter unwanted signals coupled from the power supplies 

to the output as a result of power supply sensitivities 

of the converter. 

The purpose of the work was to design, build, and 

evaluate a high accuracy Delta-Sigma based ADC with 

on-chip digital filtering of system noise and resonances 

in a wide range of frequencies. Autocalibration and 

chopper stabilization ensure DC accuracy and low noise in 

the presence of flicker noise, and component variations 

with time and temperature. A 3-micron, double-poly, 

p-well CMOS process is used which supports single-chip 

10-volt analog circuitry, as well as more than 10,000 

transistors usad for calibration and digital f.i.ltering 

logic. The system, shown in figure (1.1) is composed of 

the Delta-Sigma modulator, digital filter and calibration 

logic, plus an analog input multiplexer (MUX) for 

calibration. The modulator consists of a 
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switched-capacitor, chopper-stabilized, 

delta-sigma modulator loop with a 

17 

dual-integrator 

binary (simple 

comparator) quantizer. The logic provides a 

finite-impulse-response (FIR) prefilter and a 6-pole 

Gaussian infinite-impulse-response (IIR) main filter, as 

well as calibration logic. The overall architecture and 

analog circuit design will be discussed, along with the 

requirements of the digital filter, omitting detailed 

information regarding the circuit design for the digital 

filter. Presentation of the information proceeds as 

follows: 

Chapter 2 gives a description of the system and 

the background required for its understanding. This 

includes basic oversampling theory, and requirements of 

the particular system being considered. This theory 

involves mainly stability and noise-shaping 

considerations. How these affect the architecture and 

individual block requirements will be elucidated. 

Chapter 3 discusses the modulator and its 

components, including the integrators, switching 

circuitry, and comparator, with special attention given 

to subcircuit level error sources. These include switch 
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charge injection and its effect on integral nonlinearity, 

offset drift, and power supply sensitivity, and amplifier 

errors, most notable of which are llf noise and power 

supply sensitivity. 

The digital filter is described in chapter 4. The 

requirements of out-of-band noise and signal rejection, 

accuracy, and settling characteristics are discussed, 

followed by the architectural and subsystem descriptions. 

other considerations include accuracy of the IIR and 

system timing constraints. Filter design theory is 

described and practical considerations are treated, along 

with complete coefficient and dynamic range calculations 

for the actual filter used. 

The calibration approach and its integration with 

filter operation is described in chapter 5. The existing 

filter logic, both operational and control, is reused 

where possible for silicon area economy. This imposes 

certain constraints on the calibration approach. These 

and certain issues regarding the consistency of digital 

interference during calibration and operation are 

considered in this chapter. 
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Chapter 6 presents the simulation results of the 

FORTRAN loop simulator for the entire system, followed by 

the HSPICE simulations of the analog circuitry. 

Chapter 7 provides measured data on the circuit 

implementation in silicon. Of interest are distortion 

and noise as measured primarily by Fast-Fourier-Transform 

(FFT) signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio (S/N+D) 

tests, as well as DC accuracy (offset, drift, etc.). 

System frequency response and differential nonlinearity 

as measured by bin-counting tests. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the work and results, lists 

original contributions, and provides recommendations for 

additional research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Basic Delta-Sigma Background 

A delta-sigma converter is an analog-to-digital 

converter composed of two parts; a modulator and a 

digital filter. The modulator is a feedback loop 

containing multiple cascaded integrators (in this case 2) 

feeding a (1 bit in this case) ADC or quantizer, the 

output of which goes to the low pass filter, and to a 

feedback DAC of the same resolution as the quantizer. 

Consider the dual-integrator, two-level-quantizer system 

of Figure (2.1). In operation, the difference between 

the input voltage and the output of the feedback DAC is 

presented to the input of the integrators. This error is 

integrated and amplified over time (and multiple samples) 

by the integrators, placing this result on the comparator 

input. The comparator then states the polarity of this 

accumulated error, providing the instantaneous digital 

output of the modulator, and the next DAC input. The 

resulting output from the DAC then attempts to drive the 

integrated error back toward zero. Thus, for DAC outputs 
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Wp and Wm, and densities of modulator outputs Dp and Dn 

for ones and zeroes respectively, the average value of 

the error voltage Ve over a long period of time is: 

<Ve> = (DpWp + DnWn) + Vin => 0 

driven by the feedback loop. The result is that, over 

time, the average number density of ones out of the 

modulator relates linearly to the average input voltage 

over that time. such an output has a large (roughly full 

scale peak to peak) noise for a given sample, but low 

pass filtering or time averaging eliminates a large 

portion of this since the noise is driven away from DC by 

the feedback of accumulated error. Candy (1974) gives, 

for example, the expected noise in a 2 integrator 

Delta-Sigma modulator as: 

En = Jpi)**2(N)**(-5/2) 

5**(1/2) 

Here N is the oversampling ratio, and is given by the 

expression: 

N = fs 

2*fb 

... _----. 
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where fs is the sampling frequency, and 2*fb is the 

Nyquist sampling rate. 

Thus, the quantization noise in a zero to ten 

Hertz bandwidth with a system like Figure (2.1) is about 

132dB down for a 16kHz sampling rate. It should be 

remembered that the above assumes an ideal "brick wall" 

filter, not the Gaussian filter employed in the design 

under discussion. Candy's approximation assumes a large 

oversampling ratio, and is based on a linear and 

signal-invariant model of the modulator. It is, however, 

a very useful approximation for the system considered 

here. 

The oversampling ratio can be reduced for a given 

noise level by using multiple level quantizers (Agrawal & 

Shenoi, Adams) or, more effectively, additional stages of 

integration (Lee & sodini, WeIland). stability with the 

multiple poles of these higher order systems is a problem 

which can be solved, but such a system is not necessary 

here since the low bandwidth required allows use of a 2 

integrator system. Even with 2 integrators, the system 

is marginally stable unless one of them has a 

transmission zero near the unity loop gain frequency to 
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keep the phase from approaching 180 degrees at that 

frequency, as shown by the Bode plot of Figure (2.2). 

This is the reason for the zero in the S-domain transfer 

function of the second integrator in Figure (2.1). Note 

that at low frequencies this zero has little effect, 

implying that the noise shaping near DC is virtually 

unaffected by its presence, as desired. 

Alternately, it is possible to replace the 

S-domain system description given above with a 

discrete-time version. This corresponds to a 

switched-capacitor implementation of the same function, 

and provides similar results. Mathematically, Z is the 

delay function, and is equal to exp(ST) in the S domain 

(Ghausi & Laker). The resistors of the continuous-time 

integrator schematic are replaced by switched-capacitor 

bilinear resistors (Ghausi & Laker) as is shown in Figure 

(2.3). The second integrator can have its high frequency 

rolloff flattened by allowing the input to couple 

directly to the output without delay through an 

appropriate second input capacitor. This produces a zero 

in the S domain, maintaining stability. 

The filter can be either a finite impulse 
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Fig. 2.3. Modulator Schematic 
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response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR) filter, 

but must sufficiently reject the quantization noise at 

undesired frequencies, as well as provide rejection for 

any spurious input signals at unwanted frequencies. It 

also helps filter high frequency power supply sensitivity 

effects. The accuracy must be significantly better than 

16 bits, say 20 bits, to make this error less than 1/10 

LSB at 16 bits. Also, overranging is required for the 

digital calibration of analog errors, and the calibration 

algorithm must have better than 20 bits accuracy. 

It should be mentioned that digital filters have 

pass bands which are periodic at frequency intervals of 

the sampling rate. This is due to aliasing effects from 

the discrete times of valirlity ~f filter input data. For 

example, the filter cannot distinguish between a dc input 

signal and a perfect cosine wave of the same amplitude at 

exactly the sampling frequency. Slight differences 

between the frequencies of the input and the sampling 

rate result in aliasing down to the difference frequency, 

which may be within the passband of the filter, and 

appear as a signal on the output. Because of this, the 

sampling rate should be high enough that a simple 

antialiasing filter can reduce the energy present at that 
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frequency to the point of being .negligible. This energy 

could be from either unwanted signals or noise. 

system Specifications 

The function of the 

dc-accurate analog-to-digital 

digital low-pass filter on the 

system designed is a 

converter. It uses a 

chip for rejection of 

noise and system resonances. The desired specifications 

are as follows: 

16 bit accurate gain and offset errors 

Low gain and offset drifts in the 

degree C range (at. 16 bits) 

recalibration 

16 bit accurate integral linearity 

1/10 LSB per 

even without 

18 bit resolution and differential' linearity 

Noise at or below the 16 bit level 

Gaussian 6 pole low pass digital filter for fast, 
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monotonic transient 

rejection of 60 Hz 

passband. 

response. This gives 55dB 

interference for a 10 Hz 

Passband selectable from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz (scales 

with clock frequency) 

Full scale input signals at the sampling 

frequency must be rejectable to the 18 bit level 

(110 dB) by an off chip 2 pole analog input 

filter with cutoff frequency above the digital 

filter 3dB bandwidth. A single pole filter gives 

more than 50dB rejection. 

The system should be implemented in a high-volume 

monolithic process, and require no factory 

trimming. An analog-compatible (double-poly) 

CMOS process is ideal. 

Subcircuit Overview 

The process chosen is a 3u pwell double-poly CMOS 

process allowing high quality switched capacitor analog 

circuitry operating with +/- 5 volt supplies, and dense 5 
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volt CMOS logic. Level translators are provided between 

the digital logic and the analog switching. The digital 

supplies are separated from the analog supplies for 

reduction of noise from digital switching. Even the 

negative supply for the level translators is separated 

from the negative analog supply. Only displacement and 

approximately constant currents are allowed in the metal 

traces to the analog circuitry, and only essential analog 

switch drive inverters are allowed to drclw slwitched 

conduction current from the analog pins. 

cascaded 

feedback 

The functional blocks shown in Figure 2.3 are 2 

switched-capacitor integrators, comparator, 

DAC and input summing junction, and the digital 

circuitry. These comprise filter, calibration, and 

interface logic. 

The first integrator amplifier is chopper 

stabilized to reduce the effect of offset, drift, and 

flicker noise which would appear directly as errors into 

the first integrator. The chopping is performed at half 

the sampling rate, modulating all low frequency noise 

(and DC) to approximately this frequency, and odd 

harmonics thereof, where it is rejected by the digital 
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filter. The summing junction of this amplifier provides 

the summing junction of the block diagram (Figure 2.3). 

The input sampling and feedback DAC functions each 

require a switched capacitor acquiring charge based on 

Vin and Vref respectively. The two possible DAC output 

values are determined by either sampling Vref first, 

transferring this onto the summing junction, or sampling 

ground first, then switching the input side of the 

capacitor to Vref for the transfer. 

The second integrator need not be chopper 

stabilized, since noise and offsets are divided by the 

gain of the first integrator, which is quite high at the 

low frequencies within the filter passband. 

this integrator for loop stability is 

The zero in 

produced by 

feed forward using an input capacitor, one terminal of 

which io connected to the input at the same time that the 

other terminal is connected to the summing junction. 

This provides a direct transfer to the output, not 

delayed in time. In the S domain, this corresponds to a 

zero in the transfer function of the block. 

The quantizer is a latching comparator. Care was 

taken to keep its supply current constant despite the 
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state of the input or output, for reduction of the 

electrical or thermal disturbances which could otherwise 

result. The offset voltage and drift of the comparator 

are not critical. This is because the cascade of 

integrators has high gain at frequencies of concern. 

In order to provide sufficient stopband 

rejection, an infinite impulse response filter was chosen 

over a FIR. since the circuit is intended mainly to 

determine DC levels, good transient response is desired 

from the filter. A Bessel or Thompson filter response 

comes to mind for its maximally flat delay, and good 

transient characteristics. However, detailed analysis of 

final settling of the Bessel filter shows a slight 

overshoot (Lindquist) which is absent in the more heavily 

damped Gaussian filter. It is very desirable that a DC 

measurement system be at its final value when its output 

stops changing, even temporarily. It would be 

disconcerting to a human observer to watch the output 

stop changing, and write down the value only to discover 

that the output was returning slightly toward its 

original value. Also, an automated slope-determining 

algorithm would likewise be less than perfect in sensing 

final settling. 
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The final choice is a 6-pole Gaussian filter. The 

differences between Gaussian and Bessel filters with the 

same cutoff frequency are summarized (Lindquist) as 

follows; The Gaussian filter reaches 80 dB of rejection 

at 10 times the 3 dB cutoff frequency, where the Bessel 

is at -88 dB. The Gaussian filter actually settles 

faster for a given cutoff frequency, due to its lesser 

delay. The 90% settling poi'nt, for example, is reached 

about 6% sooner in the Gaussian filter than in the Bessel 

filter with the same 3 dB cutoff frequency. This is also 

a good tradeoff for the 8 dB difference in stopband 

attenuation at 10 times the cutoff frequency. Note that 

as the number of poles increases, and at low frequencies, 

the Bessel filter response approaches that of the 

Gaussian filter. 

A switched capacitor filter is used as the 

prototype for the IIR digital filter. The general 

switched-capacitor biquad circuit (Ghausi and Laker) is 

used as the starting point. This circuit is simplified 

by choosing certain capacitors to be zero. The resulting 

difference equations are written, and implemented by the 

arithmetic logic unit to perform the IIR function. 
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The coefficients for each of the three biquads 

are based on the post decimation oversamp1ing ratio 

(based on the data rate into the IIR, not from the 

modulator), and the pole placements of the Gaussian 

biquad sections given in (Lindquist). Dynamic range 

scaling allows full use of the resolution in the ALU 

registers and RAM. This procedure is more fully 

described in chapter 4. 

The timing involved, because of the shift and add 

nature of the digital logic, and its operating speed, 

requires more than a single sampling cycle for 

calculation of all three biquad outputs, plus the 

calibration correction. As a result of this, a means is 

required to provide retention and summing of the salient 

information from four previous samples. This can be done 

by an averaging or weighted averaging process. Such a 

process is the function of the finite impulse response 

filter. The problem with performing this decimation at 

the input to the IIR is that the IIR now has a1iased 

passbands around integral multiples of the decimated 

rate, as described in the introduction. Unfortunately, 

these passbands are in the frequency range having a high 
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output. Therefore, the 

to reject frequencies 

these multiples of the 

decimated rate. Fortunately, a filter averaging four 

samples provides zeroes at the desired rejection 

frequencies, due to its (sin(4X)/X) amplitude response, 

where X is (pi*f)/fs. The rejection of frequencies near, 

but not exactly on a multiple of the decimated rate will 

have a response equal to the product of the FIR and IIR 

filters at that frequency. 

The FIR must provide 

required for system timing, and 

the decimation 

have enough 

by four 

rejection 

from the transmission zeroes so that, in combination with 

the IIR, negligible noise will pass at frequencies near 

multiples of the decimated rate. This can be 

accomplished, not by a simple averaging filter, but by a 

cascade of such filters. Alternately, a single filter 

can be used if its transfer function is equal to the 

convolution of several averaging filters. The response 

of the FIR is then of the form (sin(NX)/X)**M, where M is 

which must be large enough 

rejection near the zeroes 

an integer 

sufficient 

multiples of the decimation rate fs/N. 

to provide 

occuring at 

As is shown in 
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chapter 4, a sinc cubed function is required to guarantee 

noise below the 18 bit level. Thus, the prefilter is a 

sinc cubed, decimate by 4 finite impulse response filter. 

Figure 2.4 shows the various frequency-dependent 

responses of interest for the system. Figure 2.4a gives 

the shaped quantization noise out of the modulator. 

Figure 2.4b shows the offset and flicker noise components 

modulated by chopper stabilization to the chopping 

frequency (8 kHz) and odd ingegral multiples of the 

chopping frequency. Figure 2.4c is the sin(X)/X response 

of the FIR filter, which multiplies the response of the 

IIR filter shown in Figure 2.4d with aliased +/- 10 Hz 

passbands at multiples of the 4 kHz IIR rate. This 

produces the composite filter response shown in Figure 

2.4e. 

Cal ib:ication is accomplished by mathematical 

offset and slope adjustments of the filter output during 

operation, based on correction signals in the form of 

digital wo;r;:ds c.etermined at calibration time. The 

calibration prooess begins by co.mecting the input of the 

modulator.' to analog 9round through one switch of a 

cal.ibra'cion multiple:w.er. The entire system is then given 
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1024 filter cycles to settle, and the additive inverse of 

the resulting system output is captured for later use as 

the offset correction term. The next step in calibration 

is to force the input to Vref through another switch in 

the calibration multiplexer for 1024 filter cycles to 

acquire the final system output for this input. A 

successive approximation search is then performed to 

determine the gain calibration word which adjusts this 

uncorrected output to the desired full scale value. This 

is the desired gain calibration word. More details are 

given in chapter 5. 

The timing of calculations performed on the 

filter output to correct it on the basis of the stored 

calibration information is coordinated with the timing of 

the calculations for the biquad difference equations. 

Also, all these operations are alternated with analog 

sampling events to minimize the effects of digital 

interference of the analog sampling. Specifically, 

calculations for each of the three biquads immediately 

follow a critical analog sampling operation. After the 

three biquad calculations, an output correction operation 

follows, likewise coordinated with the next input 

sampling event. This sequence is then repeated at the 



decimated rate. Thus, four modulator 

performed for each filter (and output) 

corresponding to the decimation by four 

mentioned. 
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samples are 

calculation, 

previously 

Each of the analog samples requires an input 

sampling operation, followed by a charge transfer to the 

integrating capaci tor. conveniently" the difference 

equations are reduced to two distinct calculations which 

must be performed for each biquad, designated equation 

one and equation two. Therefore, each of the biquads and 

the output correction is divided into a sequence of 

alternating analog and digital operations. Also, every 

other analog time is an acquire, then a transfer 

operation. Likewise one digital time is an Equation One 

calculation, and the next is for Equation Two. The 

output correction is divided to fit into the same timing 

sequence. The digital operations commence just after a 

critical analog switching operation, so that coarse 

settling can occur while the digital operation is 

proceeding, followed by fine settling during the quiet 

"analog" time, the end of which is marked by the next 

critical switching, and another digital operation. A 

disturbance coupled during the digital time to the 
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substrate, to power supply, or signal lines is unable to 

effect a permanent alteration of the charges stored on 

critical nodes unless analog switching samples the 

disturbance during its occurrence, or in an unsettled 

portion of the response to the disturbance. The analog 

time provides for this settling. 

For ease of control-circuit implementation, each 

settling time is chosen to be 1024 IIR filter cycles, as 

measured by a calibration counter. Both control and ALU 

logic are reused as much as possible to perform similar 

operations of the various biquads and calibration. 

More details of each of these subsystems, both 

analog and digital, are given in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MODULATOR 

The analog modulator, though small in area 

compared to the rest of the chip, is the key to the 

accuracy of the entire system. It is designed with care 

to minimize the effects of such error sources as switch 

charge injection, ampl,ifier offsets and their drift, and 

flicker noise. 

The modulator consists of two cascaded switched 

capacitor integrators, a comparator, and a switched 

capacitor feedback DAC. The summing junction of the first 

integrator's op-amp is used to provide the difference 

between the input and feedback charges, which are sampled 

on capacitors switched to Vin and Vref respectively (Fig 

3.1). This amplifier summing junction is the summer 

shown on the block diagram (Figure 2.1). The error 

charge is integrated twice, and presented to the 

comparator. Thus, the comparator makes a decision 

the integration of the previous history of errors. 

after 

Note 

that the second "integrator" has the ch'aracteristics of a 

discrete time integrator at low frequencies, but a zero 
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is inserted at higher frequencies for loop stability. 

It is easy to see the need for this zero by using 

a simple S domain approximation of this discrete time 

system. with no zero, assuming a unit gain for the 

comparator-DAC combination, and normalized l/S integrator 

transfer functions, the loop gain is exactly 1/(S**2), 

and the closed loop gain G/(l+GH) with unit H is 

1/(1+(S)**2) which approaches infinite regenerative gain 

(marginal stability) at j1. Of course, this is not 

tolerable. If a zero is now introduced, it can be chosen 

to have negligible effect on the low frequencies of 

interest for the passband, resulting in loop gain of 

(1+S/Z)/S**2 or virtually identical at low frequencies. 

The closed loop gain is then: 

H(S) = S + Z 

Z(S**2 + S + Z) 

and can give quite stable performance. 

Modulator Analog Errors 

possible error sources are switch charge 
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injection, input capacitor voltage coefficient, amplifier 

nonidealities, random noise, and nonrandom interference 

from the digital, and their variation with operating 

conditions. The effects include gain and offset errors, 

and their drifts, power supply sensitivity, integral 

nonlinearity and harmonic distortion, and noise. These 

will now be considered, organized by origin of the 

errors. 

A quick overview is that switch charge injection 

criteria and voltage coefficient of the input capacitor 

dominate most of the error effects, including offset 

errors and their drift, integral nonlinearity, and power 

supply sensitivity. For small switches, integral 

linearity is voltage coefficient dominated. The power 

supply sensitivity of the amplifier itself is made small 

by extensive cascoding and by the use of a fully 

differential first stage. Offsets and flicker noise are 

chopped out in the first amplifier, and are insignificant 

in the second. Finite gains in the amplifiers are 

tolerable as long as the total gain (product of the two) 

is high within the 10 Hz passband, as is easily met. 

This requirement provides low DC errors, and is more 

stringent than that of (Hauser and Brodersen): that each 
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amplifier gain be greater than the oversampling ratio to 

keep in band quantization noise near the theoretical 

limit. Long sampling times of about 32 microseconds 

guarantee that even the low power amplifiers used in this 

circuit have plenty of time to settle, despite their low 

gain-bandwidth product. 

In order to reduce interference from the digital 

circuits into the analog circuitry, the standard measures 

of spaoially separating the analog and digital circuitry, 

separately routing the supplies, and using grounded Pwell 

shields for critical nodes and bottom capacitor plates 

are all employed (Olmstead & Vulih). Additionally, 

signal dependent digital calculations are performed only 

during the first 16 microseconds immediately following a 

critical analog sampling, so that the balance of the 32 

microseconds is available to settle the effects of that 

disturbance as well. This gives temporal as well as 

spacial isolation from the digital noise. 

as 

Charge 

well as 

Charge Injection Errors 

injections cause offset and gain errors, 

integral nonlinearity. All switches 
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contributing significantly to these errors have their 

widths minimized. The remaining offset and gain errors 

can be removed by calibration, leaving only their drift 

with temperature, and supply sensitivity. Integral 

nonlinearity is acceptably low, and is not adjusted. 

Referring again to Figure 3.1, an input sample 

charge is acquired on the input capacitor by turning S3 

and Sl on. This charge is then transferred to the 

feedback capacitor of the first integrator by opening 

these, and turning S2 and S4 on. Proper sequencing is 

used to minimize the variation of charge injection at the 

critical openings. Specifically, S3 opens before Sl, and 

S4 opens before S2. This causes the action of only a 

single switch to produce each component of charge 

injection present, minimizing concerns about interactions 

between switches due to variable delays and similar 

poorly controlled phenomena. The switch chosen for the 

sampling always sees the same drain and source voltages 

at the instant of charge capture. 

The offgoing transition of S3 injects 

approximately 1/2 channel charge onto the input 

capacitor. This is followed by a full channel charge 
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injection of the opposite polarity from S4 turning on, 

and finally, storage of these and another 1/2 channel 

charge due to the turning off of S4. The first order net 

charge, then, is zero. Errors are caused by mismatches 

in the ratios of charge injected on the two sides of each 

switch, and these, in turn, are determined primarily by 

the impedance levels on either side of the switches at 

frequencies relevant to the roughly 1ns switching times 

involved. Geometrical mismatches between switches are 

also possible, but are of smaller magnitude, and result 

primarily in offsets correctable by calibration. 

charge-injection-based offsets have a power 

supply sensitivity due to the variation of voltage 

difference between the supply, and the switch threshold 

voltage. There is also a temperature coefficient 

associated with the voltage dependence of the switch 

thresholds (about -2 or -3 millivolts per degree C). The 

charge cancellation clearly helps these variations as it 

reduces the offset itself. 

The low frequency impedance present on the input 

of S3 is the input capacitor in series with a switch 

network to the input. This impedance (plus the source 
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impedance) is in parallel' with the input shunt capacitor, 

the purpose of which is to minimize the variations of the 

total impedance looking that way to the high frequency 

switching transients. If the capacitor is small, the 

impedance is dominated by the Sl channel resistance which 

is a function of the gate drive with respect to source 

and drain potentials, and therefore, a function of the 

instantaneous input amplitude. This results in integral 

nonlinearity, and related harmonic distortion. The 

double-poly shunt capacitor also dominates nonlinear 

parasitic depletion capacitances on the node. Similar 

depletion capacitances are also present on the output of 

the amplifier, and are seen by 54. Therefore, a shunt is 

placed here also. 

The appropriate schematic for determining the 

nonlinear channel resistance effects is shown in (Figure 

3.2). vet) is the gate drive to the sampling switch, and 

R(V) is the channel resistance dependent on that voltage. 

Cg is the gate capacitance of the switch, and Rp is the 

(input voltage dependent) channel resistance of the input 

switch, plus source resistance. Cp is a capacitance 

purposely provided to stabilize the impedance seen by the 

sampling switch looking back through ci. The nodal 
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equations are: 

o = (Cp + Ci)*(dVl/dt) + ('Vl/Rp) - ci (dV2/dt) 

o = (V2/R(V»+(Ci+cg)*(dV2/dt)-Ci*(dVl/dt)-Cg*(dV/dt) 

The first equation is a linear differential equation, and 

gives no problem for a given Rp and Cp, which can be 

determined for a given input signal. The second, however, 

has R as a function of the time varying gate voltage. 

These equations are not solved here, but clearly the 

comments above are pertinent. 

Capacitor Voltage Coefficient 

Another modulato1.' linearity error source is the 

capacitor voltage coefficient of the input sampling 

capacitor. As shown in (McCreary), this arises from the 

mismatch of depletion regions in the polysilicon at the 

interface to the silicon dioxide at the plates, from 

process variations and the electric field there. This 

field is proportional to the voltage on the capacitor, 

and small regions of poly at the interface are depleted 

of majority carriers, extending the plate spacing. 

Applying voltage to the capacitor further depletes one 
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plate, simultaneously reducing the depletion region in 

the other plate. An increase in the doping densities 

reduces the lengths, and if they are also matched, the 

variation in one depletion region is approximately 

compensated by an opposite change in the other. 

Amplifier nonidealities 

The most significant amplifier constraints are 

low offset voltage and noise, low power supply 

sensitivity, and sufficiently short settling time. It is 

desirable that the good power supply rejection extend to 

or even above the frequency of the master clock to help 

reject noise fed back on chip from the digital onto the 

analog supplies. The required B microsecond settling 

from a chopping event, and 32 microsecond settling from 

the worst input disturbance are easily met. 

The low frequency loop gain of the delta-sigma 

modulator is the product of the open loop gains of the 

integrator op-amps, so that relatively moderate gains are 

tolerable, if linear. High gains, nevertheless were 

byproducts of designing for good power supply 

sensitivity, and the overall loop gain is quite high. 
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Nonidealities of the second amplifier are divided by the 

gain of the first, and are of little significance. 

HSPICE simulations were used to verify operation 

of the chopper stabilized amplifier, as well as the other 

analog circuit blocks. simulations were done with fast 

and slow spice models for the transistors, and at the 

process corners of fast N-channel devices with slow 

P-channels, and for fast P-channels with slow N-channels. 

The process parameters which most strongly affect speed 

are the mobility, effective length variation, oxide 

thickness, and threshold voltage of the devices. Table 

3.1 gives some of the major features of the amplifier for 

the conditions of greatest interest. The N-channel and 

P-channel values of all parameters except oxide thickness 

are considered to be decorrelated. For the sake of 

conservatism, extremes of oxide thickness are also used 

in the simulations at process corners. The worst case 

phase margin occurs with fast N-channel models, and slow 

P-channel models. This is because the second gain stage 

is a P-channel common source, and the first gain stage is 

an N-channel differential-mode common source. The worst 

case phase margin occurs at the minimum ratio of second 

stage transconductance to first stage transconductance. 
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TABLE 3.1 CHOPPER-STABILIZED AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS 

PARAMETER DESIRED WCS WCF FNSP FPSN 

gain (dB) >100 128 125 127 120 

Phase Margin >60 65 77 62 77 

Gain Margin >6 dB 12 18 11 17 

GBW (kHz) >300 500 1200 740 540 

PSRR (dB) 

DC >80 123 125 121 121 

60 Hz >70 78 85 81 78 

10 kHz >30 34 41 37 34 

0<f<10Meg >-3 0.1 0.06 0.04 0.13 

Tsettle (us) <8 2.7 3.4 

In range +/- >0.5 >1.0 

out range +/- >4 >4.2 

Iquiescent (uA) <300 227 

Note: Worst-Case Fast (WCF) is at -55 C~ others at 125 C. 
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design was to render 

and flicker noise of the 

first integrator amplifier. An offset in this amplifier 

if unchopped, would result in a system offset error. 

This error can be removed by calibration, provided that 

it lacks temperature drift, and is stable in time. 

Neither of these criteria are met, however so chopper 

stabilization is used to modulate these errors to a 

frequency range which is highly rejected by the digital 

filter. The circuit for chopping is similar to that used 

by (Schafer). The signal path and switching circuitry 

are shown in Figure 3.3. One set of switches operates on 

the input pair, and another set works on the active load 

transistors in the first stage, to accomplish the 

modulation of both sources of offset and drift to near 

half the sampling rate for later rejection by the digital 

filter. 

The signal path of the first stage is formed by 

N-channel differential pair MI and M2, cascoded by M3 and 

M4, working into fixed current source P-channel devices 

M7 and Ma, cascoded by M5 and M6. A common-mode feedback 

loop is effected by diverting part of the drain current 

of MIS from the second stage into the mirror pair M77 and 
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M14, through M78. The amount of current thus diverted to 

provide the tail current of the input stage is dependent 

on the common-mode voltage into the second stage in a 

negative-feedback fashion. It should be mentioned that 

the phase margins of both the differential, and common 

mode loops are set by compensation capacitors cc and cc1 

to greater than 60 degrees, over process and temperature 

variations (-55 to 125 C). 

The settling time of the chopper-stabilized 

amplifier was simulated. For example, HSPICE simulations 

of the amplifier time domain response to a chopping event 

were performed assuming a 25 millivolt amplifier offset. 

The settling is sufficiently rapid (much less than 8 

microseconds) over all process and temperature corners, 

the nominal case being given in appendix A. 

For one phase of the chopping, N-channel switches 

MC1 and MC2B are turned on by chopping signal A, and the 

P-channel switches MC5A and MC6A are turned on by signal 

AP. The other "B" chopping switches are off during this 

"A" phase of the chopper stabilization. The N-channel 

switches MC1 and MC2 connect M1 to VP, and M2 to VM. VP 

and VM are the inverting and non-inverting inputs of the 
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amplifier, respectively. During the "B"phase of chopper 

stabilization, the "B" chopping transistors connect Ml to 

VM, and M2 to VP, so that the offset voltage due to 

mismatch between Ml and M2 is applied in the opposite 

polarity by the circuitry external to the chopper 

stabilized amplifier. 

In a similar manner, the differential output from 

the first stage is switched to the second stage in an 

alternating polarity by PMOS switches Me5A and Me6A, then 

by Me5B, and Me6B. This chops out mismatch between the 

current source devices M7 and Ma, and compensates for the 

polarity alternation of the input to the first stage due 

to the action of the Ni'rfOS switches. 

The chopper stabilization modulates both De 

offset and flicker noise components to near the frequency 

of the chopper stabilization. This is set at. half the 

modulator sampling rate, for convenience, and so that the 

digital filter provides good rejection for the noise. 

The input-referred value of the offset and noise 

of the op-amp's second gain stage must be sufficiently 

small. Therefore, the first stage has high gain, and is 
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fully differ~ntial. This fully differential aspect 

allows a low second stage offset while maintaining good 

power supply rejection. The high gain divides down even 

this small error, as referred to the input. 

It is desired for the NMOS switches to turn off 

first, sampling charge on the summing junction node VM, 

before any other switching occurs. This is the critical 

requirement. All others are of minor importance if the 

switching is fairly quick. Some time after this input 

sampling, the PMOS switches are toggled. Finally, the 

opposite polarity of input signal is established into the 

gates of the N-channel differential pair. 

The drive circuitry for the chopping switches is 

shown in Figure 3.4. A pulse on signal input TOGALT or 

TOGBLT initiates the toggling action to the "A" or "B" 

state, respectively. The NOR gates XLATl and XLAT2, with 

delays from the inverters, provide non-overlapped drive 

to the NMOS switches. The NAND gates provide drive to 

the PMOS chopping switches, only after turnoff of the 

NMOS switches associated with the old state. 

Note that it is not necessary t.o provide chopper 
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of the operational amplifier of the second 

since its offset and flicker noise are 

by the gain of the first integrator at the 

frequencies of the noise. 

The chopping is synchronized with the digital 

filter at half the input sampling rate. This places the 

significant (odd) harmonics of the chopping rate at the 

midpoints between aliased passbands of the filter at 

integral multiples of the sampling rate. Here, they 

experience large attenuation from the digital postfilter. 

This takes care of offset drift and llf noise. The even 

harmonics have a negligible amplitude because the 

chopping signal is effectively a square wave lacking even 

harmonic energy content. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DIGITAL FILTER 

Requirements 

For sUfficient accuracy and dynamic range, the 

requirements of the digital filter are rejection of the 

shaped quantization noise, and rapid monotonic settling 

consistent with bandwidth requirements for the noise 

rejection. other considerations include logic operating 

speed and master clock rate. These issues are discussed 

in this chapter. 

Due to timing requirements, an FIR was chosen to 

present a prefiltered version of the modulator output at 

the decimated rate fs/4 to the main digital (IIR) filter. 

This allows the IIR to op~rate at that slower decimated 

rate. Since the IIR operates at fs/4, it passes signals 

within + or - one passband of integral multiples of that 

rate, aliasing them back to near DC. This is because the 

input of the IIR cannot distinguish between a signal at 

DC, and one with one or more undulations before repeating 

the same voltage at the next sample. 
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For this reason, the FIR must also have 

attenuation near integral multiples of the decimated rate 

to sufficiently reject unwanted quantization noise which 

would be passed by the IIR at these frequencies. This 

can be accomplished by the placement of a sufficient 

number of zeroes at appropriate frequencies in the FIR 

transfer function. 

FIR Design 

As is shown later, the finite impulse response 

filter is a sinc cubed, decimate by four type. This is 

the equivalent of a cascade of three simple averaging 

filters. The averaging filter can be represented by 1111 

giving the ordered weights of the previous four samples. 

In other words, the fourth sample back is multiplied by 

1, then the third back is likewise multiplied by 1, and 

added to the first, and so forth to the present sample. 

The resultant can be divided by the largest possible 

output, in this case four. This constitutes a simple 

averaging filter. The convolution of two such filters 

can be calculated by shifting one time domain amplitude 

along the other, each time calculating the product of the 
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two filter outputs at each time point, and summing the 

results of these products, as shown below: 

1 1 1 1 

111 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 2 3 4 3 2 1 

A finite impulse response filter with the ordered 

weighting 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 should then provide the same 

frequency response as a cascade of two averaging filters 

each four samples long. The Z domain transfer function 

of the averaging filter is z**o + Z**-l + Z**-2 + Z**-3. 

The product of this with itself is z**o + 2(Z)**-1 + 

3(Z)**-2 + 4(Z)**-3 + 3(Z)**-4 + 2(Z)**-5 + Z**-6. As 

expected, this is the same Z domain transfer function as 

that of the convolution of averaging filters. Another 

convolution can be performed with the 1111 averaging 

filter, giving 1 3 6 10 12 12 10 6 3 1 as the resultant. 

Notice that all of these FIRs give a full scale 

evenly divisible by 2**n where n is an integer. This 

appears to be true in general of convolutions of any 
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number of identical fil.ters averaging 2**k samples, where 

k is an integer, and is convenient for implementation of 

such filters. 

Consider now the frequency response of the 

averaging filter. Its Z domain transfer function is 

given above. We also know that Z transforms into exp(ST) 

in the Laplace domain, where T is the reciprocal of the 

sampling rate. Further replacing S with j2(pi)f gives 

the amplitude response of the filter at any frequency f. 

We can thus readily determine that any frequency at an 

integral multiple of one fourth the sampling rate gives a 

zero amplitude response (except even multiples of the 

sampling rate itself). In fact, the (sin(NX)/X) form of 

the amplitude response is followed where X is (pi)f/fs 

(Antonieu). Thus, at 10 Hz above fs/2, X is 0.500625(pi) 

if fs = 16kHz, and the FIR amplitude is at -46dB roughly. 

Then, a sinc cubed will be down 138 dB at this 

frequency. A sinc squared only attenuates a signal of 

this frequency about 92 dB, insufficient for the 18 bit 

noise level, and clearly the 3dB reduction from the IIR 

is of little help. Of course, a worse case frequency is 

slightly further from fs/2 where the FIR zeroes are less 
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effective, even though some attenuation is present from 

the IIR. For example, 20 Hz from fs/2, the sinc cubed 

gives 120 dB of attenuation. This is augmented by about 

10dB from the IIR based on the chart of (Lindquist). 

This is less than the total rejection 10 Hz from fs/2. 

Similar calculations apply for frequencies near fs/4. 

The complete noise calculation is difficult or 

impossible without numerical techniques, and a FORTRAN 

simUlation at the system level was used for that 

determination in this project. The results of this are 

presented later. However, the sinc cubed is sufficient, 

and a fourth order sinc would require significantly more 

silicon, so the FIR is sinc cubed. Also note that the 

modulator distributes the quantization noise about evenly 

over the frequency range from zero to fs except where the 

noise shaping removes it near DC, and at the aliased 

reflection near the sampling rate. Therefore, additional 

noise reduction arises from the fact that the noise power 

within + and - 10 Hz of 4kHz is only about 20/16000 of 

the total. There are 3 such undesired passbands, giving 

improvement over the noise previously calculated of about 

-10log(60/16000) or about 24dB. 
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The infinite impulse response filter is the real 

workhorse of the chip filtering, and takes much more 

silicon. The FIR merely condenses the modulator 

information so that the IIR can operate at a lower speed 

than the modulator output. All requirements on the FIR 

beyond merely the ability to average arise from the 

aliased IIR passbands at frequencies where the modulator 

has high quantization noise density. 

IIR Design 

The requirements of the IIR are modulator noise 

filtering to the 18 bit level, better than about 20 bits 

of internal resolution and accuracy, with about 50% 

overranging and underranging capability, and 6 pole 

low-pass Gaussian response for its time and frequency 

domain characteristics. A 10 Hz passband is desired for 

the maximum master clock rate. The calculation rate can 

be one fourth the analog sampling rate, because of the 

presence of the FIR. It is desirable to minimize the 

master clock rate in order to reduce the noise coupling 

to the analog circuits, and to provide compatibility with 

the speed of the digital logic available. 
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The modulator noise rejection requirement sets 

the minimum oversampling rate allowable. It is estimated 

(Candy) that the noise in a narrow band near DC is 

«pi)**2)*Q*(N**(-5/2» 

(5)**(1/2) 

in a second order modulator loop, where Q is the 

quantizer noise level, and N is the oversampling ratio 

fs/2fb. This provides 117 dB of noise rejection for 8 

kHz sampling, 122 db for 10 kHz, and 132 dB for 16kHz. 

We want this component to be below the 1/10 LSB level at 

18 bits. ThUS, the oversampling ratio should exceed that 

required for noise at the 130 dB level since the noise of 

an ideal 18 bit converter is 20 10g(2**18) + 1.76dB = 
110dB. We really would like all error terms below 1/10 

of the desired total error budget to assure high 

confidence of achieving the accuracy. This factor of 10 

corresponds with 20 dB added to the basic 110 dB 18 bit 

noise level or 130 dB for the design goal. The analog 

sampling is done at a 16 kHz rate, giving a 10 Hz 

bandwidth. This implies that, after decimation by four, 

the filter operates at 4 kHz. 
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with this information, we now proceed to design 

the IIR. Ghausi & Laker provide a general topology for a 

low-pass, two op amp switched capacitor biquad shown in 

Figure 4.1. They also give appropriate transfer 

functions. These are then simplified by normalizing 

certain of the capacitors. Additional simplification is 

possible by choosing only one of the E and F damping 

capacitors to be non-zero, resulting in simplified 

transfer equations. F damping is chosen due to its ease 

of implementation in difference equation form. 

Referring 

H I and J which 

to Figure 4.1, and removing capacitors 

provide transmission zeroes in the 

transfer function, 'the: next values. of T and T' are: 

T = (B/(B+F»T + (A/(B+F»T' 

T' = T' + (G/D)Vin - (C/D)T 

where the left hand sides are the new values of T and TI, 

based on the old values on the right. Also, the order of 

calculation of these equations should be as given above, 

since T is dependent on its own previous value, and that 

of T', and T' is determined by its previous value, 

modified by the input and T at the time of calculation. 
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic of s-c Prototype of the IIR Filter 
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This is evidenced by the fact that C and G are both 

transferring charge to the first amplifier's summing 

junction at this time. Probably reversal of the order 

would have little effect on the transfer function because 

the oversampling rate is large, and any such error could 

be accounted for by redoing the Z domain analysis, but 

this order will be followed to avoid this necessity. 

Notice that decreasing the value of 0 and A 

together does not change the transfer function, since, 

for a known charge into th(:>. first amplifier, decreasing 0 

increases the voltage at T', but the decrease in A 

retains the same charge input to the second amplifier. 

This scaling is tantamount to a dynamic range scaling on 

the voltage stored at T'. In the case of an analog 

filter, such scaling keeps the voltage at T' large enough 

to reduce noise and offsets without exceeding the output 

voltage capability of the first amplifier. A similar 

scaling in digital filters allows use of the full ALU 

resolution without ever exceeding the largest number it 

can process without overflow. The precise full scale 

value of T' is not critical, since T will be the output 

used, so the scaling factor is 2**n en an integer) for 

ease of implementation with simple shifts. setting B=l, 



and defining D=A=l/g gives: 

T = (l/(l+F» (T+(T'/g» 

T' = gC (Vin - T) + T' 
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We replace (l/(l+F» with (l-f) where f = 

l-(l/(l+F» so that a subtraction can be made directly 

from the calculated value of (T+(T'/g» rather than using 

division by a number differing by a small, critical 

amount (F) from unity. Note that multiplications are 

easier to implement than divisions, so the latter are 

avoided in the design. 

Then f = (I-(l/F» and C are calculated from: 

F = aT 

(1 - (aT/2) + b(T**2)/4 

C = b(T**2) 

(1 - (aT/2) + b(T**2)/4 

where T is the sampling period, and a and b are the 

damping term and square of the natural radian frequency 

respectively of the desired S domain denominator 
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polynomial: 

D(S) = (S**2) + (as) + b 

These coefficients are determined from the pole 

locations of the three biquads. The damping factor and 

the undamped radian frequencies are given by (Lindquist) 

for each of the three sections for a six pole gaussian 

filter: 

omega 

2.3373 

2.0211 

1.9022 

zeta 

0.6275 

0.8688 

0.9855 

where a=2(zeta) (omega), and b=(omega)**2 for D(S) of each 

biquad. The resulting pole locations in the S-plane are 

shown in figure 4.2. Based on this, and a 4 kHz IIR 

sampling rate, we calculate the following: 

BQ# F 

1 0.047147 

2 0.056715 

3 0.060665 

f 

0.045024 

0.053670 

0.057196 

C 

0.0013793 

0.0010362 

0.0009197 

9. 

32 

32 

32 

~ 

0.044136 

0.033159 

0.029429 
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We choose a basic 8 bit resolution for the filter 

coefficients. Note that error in these changes the 

filter response slightly from the ideal, but does not 

imply any particular linearity specification on the 

filter transfer function. This constraint on the length 

of coefficients gives: 

f 

184/4096 

220/4096 

234/4096 

9£ 

181/4096 

136/4096 

120/4096 

It is possible to perform the multiplications by 

f and gC in such a manner that a shifting is performed on 

the output as the product is formed. This is equivalent 

to a division by two raised to the number of bits present 

in the multiplier f or gC. The product gC is replaced by 

lower case c, and since each of these coefficients are 

eight bits long, the multiplication includes an implicit 

division by 256, as explained in the next paragraph. 

The normal multiplication of 2 binary numbers 

results in a product with binary digits up to the sum of 
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the lengths of the two arguments. We are interested only 

in accuracy of the product to the level of the 

multiplicand. It is undesirable to provide excessive 

resolution and silicon area in the ALU. The normal 

multiplication is provided by accumulating the sum of 

shifted products of the multiplicand by each bit of the 

multiplier. The calculation begins with the LSB of the 

multiplier, and successive partial products are shifted 

left one place. The alternative is to shift the 

accumulation to the right at each step. Information 

shifted right beyond the LSB is lost to subsequent 

calculations. The algorithm is nearly as accurate as the 

normal multiplication, followed by truncation to the 

length of the multiplicand. Also, the implicit shifting 

by the number of places in the multiplier provides the 

divide by 256 (for an 8 bit multiplier) mentioned in the 

last paragraph. This can be considired a multiplication 

by a binary number less than unity mapped into the same 

word length as the multiplicand. See Appendix B for more 

detail. 

The final filter difference equations, broken 

into simple operations are: 
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Biquad 1: T12=T12+(T11/sh3) 

X1=T12*(f1/256) 

x1=x1/sh1 

T22=T22-x1 

x3=vi-T22 

x4=x3*(c1/256) 

x4=x4/sh2 

T11=T11+x4 

Biquad 2: T22=T22+(T21/sh3) 

x2=T22*(f2/256) 

x2=x2/sh1 

T22=T22-x2 

x3=T12-T22 

x4=x3*(c2/256) 

x4=x4/sh2 

T21=T21+x4 

Biquad 3: T32=T32+(T31/sh3) 

X1=T32*(f3/256) 

x1=x1/sh1 

T32=T32-x1 

x3=T22-T32 

x4=x3*(c3/256) 

X4=x4/sh2 

T31=T31+x4 
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where vi is the input signal from the FIR, the XiS are 

temporary variables, and the shls are appropriate shifts 

by 2**n. 

Filter Resolution Effects 

The required ALU resolution is surprisingly large 

for implementation of the IIR. This is due not only to 

the desired accuracy of the filter, but also to the large 

oversampling ratio required, ~nd '~~h~ nature of an 

infinite impulse response filter, as will be explored in 

this section. An IIR is basically a reservoir of past 

history modified slightly by each new input sample. The 

effect of this sample on the information contained in 

that reservoir is small compared to the data in the 

reservoir, particularly for large oversampling ratios. 

However, the accuracy of the effect of each sample on the 

entirety must be at the desired system accuracy (roughly 

20 hits) with respect to the size of that ~ input. 

Any less accuracy in the input can and will result in 

inSUfficient information entering the filter. Also, the 

resolution of the reservoir itself must be large enough 

so that all the input is effective at each step, 
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modifying the rese~~oir with information which is not 

truncated in the next operation. Another way to consider 

this is to recognize that the digital filter biquad is a 

linear system (or is desired to be), and if""'the input is 

truncated to give more than a given error as a fraction 

of that input, then various DC inputs separated by that 

error or less will be indistinguishable from each other. 

As will now be shown, finite word lengths result in a 

hysteresis in the stored output. 

Consider the difference equation of a damped 

integrator: 

Vo = vo + (Vo-Vin)/4 

In a 4 bit digital implementation of this prototype 

filter, for example, a stable DC output of either 1110 or 

1111 is possible for the input 1110, since, 

Vin 

1111 

1111 

Vo 

1110 

1111 

Vo + (Vin-Vo)/4 

1110 + (1111-1110)/4 

1111 + (1111-1111)/4 

new Vo (rounded) 

1110 

1111 

Approximately two more bits of resolution are required to 
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enable sensing of the difference in these inputs, 

corresponding roughly with the input strength to storage 

capacity ratio of abollt four in the filter in question. 

This effect is also present in, higher resolution and 

higher oversampling ratio digital filters. For example, 

with 10 bits of resolution, and the difference equation 

Vo = Vo + (vin-Vo)/32 , hysteresis is present at about 

the + or - 1.5 LSB level at 8 bits of storage resolution. 

In the filter for the chip, with f and gC in the 

range of reciprocal 16 to 32, and with the desired 20 

bits of accuracy, a resolution of roughly 25 bits is 

implied for the ALU. A few more bits are needed for 

overhead range for ~alibration and other purposes. A 28 

bit ALU was chosen, consistent with the above and with 

results of loop simulations performed with integer 

arithmetic for the filter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CALIBRATION 

The calibration is done in digital form as a 

mathematical operation on the filter output. Since the 

linearity of the modulator and filter are assumed good, 

only offset and gain corrections are required. These 

correspond with Y-intercept and slope corrections, 

respectively. The calibration information is acquired in 

response to a calibration signal which suspends normal 

conversions to acquire that information. 

modes are provided, self calibration, 

calibration. 

Two calibration 

and system 

Self calibration internally multiplexes analog 

ground and the reference as inputs for determining the 

two points. In system calibration mode, gain and offset 

errors in the entire external system are thus corrected. 

This requires an external multiplexer on the analog input 

or the system input to force the two desired conditions. 

The customer provides digital inputs for designating when 

first offset, followed by gain correction terms are being 

acquired. He must provide a zero, and a full-scale input 
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voltage reference capability at the right times. This is 

normally provided by an external analog multiplexer. 

In unipolar mode, the calibration inputs 

correspond with the extremes of the conversion range. In 

bipolar mode, they are the midscale and full scale 

values. Thus, a system calibration with plus full scale 

and minus full scale can be done in unipolar mode. This 

still results in a full scale range spanning positive and 

negative voltages, despite the name. 

In operation, 

calibration for the 

a time 

modulator 

is 

and 

provided during 

digital filter to 

settle on an output for the input connected to zero scale 

or offset. This value is then stored away as the offset 

correction term. During conversion, this term is first 

subtracted from the raw filter output to give the offset 

corrected value. In the next calibration step, gain 

calibration, the system settles on an output with the 

input at full scale. A successive approximation routine 

is then implemented to determine what multiplicative 

correction term causes the offset-corrected value to most 

nearly approximate the desired full scale digital output. 
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with these adjustments, both zero and full scale 

are thus forced to the correct values. It follows, due 

to the linearity inherent in the delta-sigma modulator, 

that outputs for any input between these are also thereby 

corrected. 

The calibration proceeds as shown in the flow 

chart of Figure 5.1. The modulator, FIR, and IIR filters 

run continuously during both calibration and conversion 

times. Only the calibration multiplexer and digital 

input/output (I/O), and the calibration logic, perform 

different functions during the .calibration sequence, and 

conversion operations. 

Assuming that the self-calibration mode is being 

used, the calibration multiplexer first connects the 

modulator input to analog ground. A delay of 1024 IIR 

filter cycles is then counted by a calibration counter to 

ensure complete settling of the system, particularly the 

IIR. This settled conversion on ground is stored in RAM, 

for direct use as the offset correction value. In normal 

operation, this offset value is subtracted directly from 

the raw IIR filter output. The offset correction is done 

first, both during the full-scale calibration cycle, and 
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Fig. 5.1. Calibration and Operation Flow Charts 
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during normal operation. 

The modulator input is next tied to the reference 

voltage by the calibration multiplexer, and another 1024 

IIR cycles are provided for settling to this new value, 

which is the pre-corrected full-scale value of the filter 

output. The multiplicative correction factor which gives 

a full scale designation is next determined from a binary 

search successive approximation of possible correction 

values. The result of this search is stored as the gain 

correction factor. During normal operation, it is used 

to multiply the offset corrected IIR filter output. 

Once both the offset and gain correction factors 

have been acquired and stored in calibration RAM, the 

modulator input is connected to the analog output, and 

another 1024 filter cycles are counted for settling on 

the input before the conversion data is considered valid, 

and the system is restored to normal operating mode. New 

data is then available at the normal 4 kHz output rate. 

Clearly, the above calibration algorithm could be 

done on a non-chopper stabilized delta-sigma modulator, 

successfully correcting for the larger offsets in such a 
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system. The reasons for the chopper stabilization of the 

loop are to reduce drift from variations of the 

temperature from that at calibration, and to reduce the 

shift with time due to llf noise. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Two levels of simulation are used to verify the 

major performance criteria before committing to silicon. 

The overall system is simulated in a high-level language 

providing mathematical descriptions of the modulator 

operation, and the calculations of the digital filters 

and calibration logic. The detailed analog circuitry of 

the modulator, particularly the amplifiers, is evaluated 

using the circuit simulator HSPICE. 

The system is simulated in FORTRAN to verify 

performance of the modulator, the FIR and IIR filters, 

and the calibration logic. This software, called a loop 

simulator, is used to check system quantization noise, 

filter response, settling time, and verifies calibration 

operation at the chip level. A version of this with the 

filter implemented in integer form shows the resolution 

needed to prevent any significant hysteresis from finite 

word lengths as described in the filter discussion. The 

loop simulator output and intermediate points are 

analysed in both the time and frequency domains. DC 
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accuracy and settling time are simulated directly by the 

loop simulator. Windowing and discrete fourier transform 

analysis reveal AC parameters such as noise and frequency 

response at various points in the system. 

The FORTRAN coding of the loop simulator is given 

in appendix C. The difference equations of the modulator 

are modeled in double precision floating point form. The 

comparator is a simple decision branch. The FIR and IIR 

filters are in integer arithmetic to preserve finite word 

length effects in the IIR. The "test equipment" of 

windows and discrete fourier transforms are FORTRAN 

subroutines which can be called for various purposes. 

Conversion t~ dB and similar conveniences are easily done 

in software. This facilitates plotting of results using 

established subroutines. 

A major consideration is quantization noise at 

the output of the modulator, and after subsequent stages 

of filtering. This is simulated by discrete Fourier 

transforming the windowed output of these points in the 

loop simulator. In these discrete Fourier transforms, 

the response is symmetrical around half the sampling rate 

due to aliasing. 
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The modulator noise is shown in Figure (6.1). The 

main feature is the large quantization noise spread 

evenly across most bins of the fourier transform. This 

is expected from the white noise character of the 

quantization. Right near DC, the noise is made decidedly 

non-white by the action of the modulator with its high 

gain at low frequencies preceeding the noise source. 

This noise rapidly rises with frequency until it reaches 

the white noise level. The zero in the second integrator 

causes a reduction of the slope at frequencies near the 

white noise limit. Alternate placement of this zero 

modifies the frequency at which the change in slope 

begins. The spikes near DC and the sampling rate, fs are 

due to the 10 Hz full scale sinewave input to the system. 

Figure (6.2) shows the output of the FIR. The 

(1/f)**3 envelope is apparent, recalling the flat noise 

spectral density from the modulator, over most of the 

frequency range. The zeros are clearly seen near fs/4 

and multiples thereof. The zeroes are critical for the 

rejection of quantization noise within IIR pa3sbands of 

integral multiples of the operating rate of that filter, 

as discussed in chapter 4. 
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As shown in Figure (6.3), the output of the IIR 

filter is devoid of noise to well below the 100 dB level. 

At frequencies low or near the modulator sampling rate, 

this is due to the low modulator noise density in these 

bands. Most of the rejection in midband is from the IIR. 

At specific points where aliasing of the passband of the 

IIR operating at the decimated rate prevents desired 

rejection, the zeros of the FIR prefilter do the job. 

The frequency response of the system is evaluated 

by frequency sweeping a fixed-amplitude sine-wave input 

signal, observing the output. This gives the results in 

Figure (6.4). 

Integer arithmetic in the IIR section is used to 

model the effects of finite word lengths. At short word 

lengths, the numerical hysteresis described in Chapter 4 

was apparent. The response to a step input was settling 

to the vicinity of the final value, but the output would 

be stuck at a particular value, until a random time later 

when the filter transitioned to a slightly different DC 

value. The transitions, which are under a 20 bit LSB in 

amplitude, are believed to be caused by the modulator 

quantization noise overcoming numerical hysteresis in the 
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IIR at random times, but this has not yet been proven. 

The simulation confirms that 28 bits of resolution are 

sufficient in the IIR, as estimated in chapter 4. 

The step response should be without overshoot and 

fast. Time domain simulations using 8 bit approximations 

to the theoretically derived coefficients for the ideal 

Gaussian filter showed overshoot at about the 19 bit 

level. This was reduced in the actual chip by using 

small, empirically derived 

coefficients. The errors 

modifications to these 

seem to be due to a slight 

overshoot in the ideal Gaussian response, rather than to 

coefficient truncation. In any case, the overshoot is 

acceptable. The filter coefficients set the frequency 

response of the filter, but have little effect on DC 

accuracy, which is governed by the IIR register length 

and the oversampling ratio, as discussed in chapter 4. 

These facts were verified by the loop simulations. 
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CHAPTER 7 

TEST RESULTS 

The DC oriented tests are performed with a Fluke 

Calibrator under control of an AT compatible personal 

computer through an IEEE 488 control as the input source. 

The computer can be programmed to look at a variable 

number N of intermediate points (output codes) to get a 

piecewise-linear approximation of the converter transfer 

characteristic. This is used, for example in determining 

the integral linearity of the device under test. The 

system calibration mode is used to establish the transfer 

function endpoints based on appropriate outputs from the 

calibrator. The same calibrator then provides inputs to 

the converter, using a software successive approximation 

routine written on the personal computer to determine the 

transition points between particular output codes. These 

transition points are based on recording of the outputs 

of the converter for voltages in the vicinity of the code 

transition. The low noise of the converter allows this 

measurement to be made to about the 20 bit level without 

statistical averaging of the output samples. 
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static measurements using the Fluke calibrator, 

and personal-computer-controlled servo loop demonstrate 

the absolute DC accuracy and integral linearity of the 

system to be in the 16 bit 1/10 LSB range (table 7.1) or 

better. 

The settling time of the converter to an input 

step is done by setting the Fluke calibrator output to 

one extreme of the input range for an extended time 

followed by driving the input to the other extreme, and 

data logging the converter outputs to the final value. 

The Fluke settles much faster than the converter, so that 

the converter settling dominates the measured settling 

time as desired. The settling time is rapid (0.8/BW) and 

monotonic to the 19 bit level, as expected for the 

Gaussian design chosen for the main digital filter. A 

data log of such settling is provided in table (7.2). 

Differential nonlinearity is no worse than about 

0.15 LSB at 16 bits, as recorded in the code density 

results of Figure (7.1). This is measured by inputting a 

slow, fullscale ramp into the converter while recording 

the number of times each output code occurs. The number 

of occurrences of a code is related to its width, 



Table 7.1 Integral Linearity c~ta (16 bit) 

SLIN 
Unit: 1 Temp: Lot: 

Enter low code in HEX: 10 
Enter high code in HEX: FFFO 
Enter number of segments: 8 

Code Vin 
(Hex) (Volts) 

10 
200C 
4008 
6004 
8000 
9FFC 
BFF8 
DFF4 
FFFO 

0.000590 
0.312937 
0.625284 
0.937632 
1. 249981 
1. 562326 
1. 874676 
2.187023 
2.499370 

SLIN 
Unit: 2 

Ideal Vin Error Error 
(Volts) (Volts) (LSB) 

0.000591 
0.312939 
0.625286 
0.937634 
1.249981 
1.562328 
1.874676 
2.187023 
2.499371 

Temp: 

-0.000001 
-0.000002 
-0.000002 
-0.000002 

0.000000 
-0.000002 

0.000000 
0.000000 

-0.000001 

-0.03 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.05 

0.00 
-0.05 

0.00 
0.00 

-0.03 

Lot: 

Enter low code in HEX: 10 
Enter high code in HEX: FFFO 
Enter number of segments: 8 

Code Vin 
(Hex) (Volts) 

10 
200C 
4008 
6004 
8000 
9FFC 
BFF8 
DFF4 
FFFO 

0.000590 
0.312937 
0.625284 
0.937633 
1.249980 
1. 562328 
1.874674 
2.187023 
2.499368 

Ideal Vin Error Error 
(Volts) (Volts) (LSB) 

0.000591 
0.312939 
0.625286 
0.937634 
1.249981 
1.562328 
1.874676 
2.187023 
2.499371 

-0.000001 
-0.000002 
-0.000002 
-0.000001 
-0.000001 

0.000000 
-0.000002 

0.000000 
-0.000003 

-0.03 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.03 
-0 •. 03 
0.00 

-0.05 
0.00 

-0.08 
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Table 7.2A Data Log of Settling to a step Input 

Initial Conditions: 
Final Value: 

+ Full Scale 
Mid Scale 

Esc:MenuPnum Reform-. o Free. 6% Thru. 
31858 31858 31858 31858 31858 31858 31858 
31858 31858 31858 31858 31858 31857 31856 
31853 31850 31847 31841 31834 31825 31814 
31782 31761 31735 31704 31668 31626 31578 
31459 31387 31307 31217 31118 31008 30887 
30612 30457 30289 30109 29916 29710 29491 
29014 28755 28484 28199 27902 27592 27269 
26588 26230 25861 25482 25092 24693 24284 
23443 23011 22572 22126 21676 21220 20760 
19831 19362 18892 18420 17949 17477 17006 
16069 15604 15142 14684 14230 13780 13335 
12462 12035 11614 11200 10793 10393 10002 
9242 8875 8516 8166 7825 7493 7169 6854 
6549 6252 5965 5686 5417 5156 4904 4661 
4427 4201 3984 3775 3574 3381 3196 3019 
2849 2686 2531 2383 2241 2107 1978 1856 
1740 1630 '1525 1426 1332 1243 1159 1079 
1004 934 867 804 746 690 639 590 
545 502 463 426 391 359 330 302 
276 253 231 210 192 174 159 144 
131 118 107 97 88 79 72 65 
58 53 47 43 39 35 32 29 
26 24 22 20 18 17 15 14 
13 13 12 11 11 10 10 9 
9 9 8 8 8 8 8 7 
7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 
6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 
3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 
222 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
o 000 0 000 
o 000 000 0 
o 0 000 000 

Edit ".#00" 
31858 
31855 
31800 
31522 
30755 
29259 
26934 
23868 
20297 
16537 
12896 
9618 
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Table 7.2B Data Log of Settling to a Step Input 

Initial Conditions: 
Final Value: 

- Full Scale 
Mid Scale 

Esc:MenuPnum Reform-. 0 Free. 8% Thru. Edit ".#00" 
-32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 
-32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 
-32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32554 -32553 -32552 
-32551 -32549 -32546 -32543 -32538 -32531 -32522 -32511 
-32497 -32479 -32458 -32432 -32402 -32366 -32324 -32276 
-32220 -32157 -32085 -32004 -31914 -31814 -31704 -31582 
-31450 -31305 -31148 -30979 -30797 -30602 -30394 -30172 
-29937 -29689 -29427 -29151 -28863 -28561 -28246 -27919 
-27579 -27226 -26863 -26487 -26101 -25705 -25298 -24883 
-24458 -24025 -23585 -23137 -22683 -22224 -21759 -21290 
-20817 -20341 -19862 -19382 -18900 -18418 -17936 -17455 
-16975 -16497 -16022 -15549 -15080 -14615 -14155 -13699 
-13249 -12805 -12367 -11936 -11512 -11095 -10686 -10284 
-9891 -9506 -9129 -8761 -8402 -8052 -7711 -7378 
-7056 -6742 -6437 -6142 -5856 -5579 -5311 -5053 
-4803 -4562 -4330 -4106 -3891 -3685 -3486 -3296 
-3114 -2939 -2772 -2612 -2459 -2314 -2175 -2042 
-1917 -1797 -1683 -1575 -1473 -1376 -1284 -1198 
-1116 -1038 -966 -897 -832 -772 -715 -661 
-611 -564 -520 -480 -441 -406 -373 -342 
-313 -287 -262 -240 -219 -199 -181 -165 
-150 -136 -123 -112 -101 -91 -83 -75 
-67 -61 -55 -50 -45 -41 -37 -33 
-30 -27 -25 -23 -21 -19 -18 -16 
-15 -14 -13 -13 -12 -11 -11 -10 
-10 -10 -9 -9 -9 -9 -8 -8 
-8 -8 -8 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 
-7 -7 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 
-5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -4 -4 -4 
-4 -4 -4 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
-3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 000 
00000 0 0 0 
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providing the· differential nonlinearity results. 

Residual differential nonlinearity in the measurement is 

believed to be due to l/f noise in the integrating 

amplifier providing the ramp. 

Offset drifts are measured by performing a system 

calibration at room temperature, followed by raising the 

temperature of the device under test in an oven without 

further calibration. The external voltage reference for 

the part remains on the test board at room temperature, 

and so has negligible change in its voltage from the 

temperature change at the converter. The offset drift is 

less than 1 microvolt per degree Celsius over the 25 to 

85 C temperature range, with no observable drift with 

time. These good attributes are believed to be due to 

chopper stabilization of the operational amplifier for 

the first integrator, which minimizes the effects of 

temperature drift and l/f noise of that amplifier. Above 

85 degrees C, leakage in the source-drain diffusion 

junctions of the chopping and sampling switches begins to 

dominate the offset drift, giving several LSB of offset 

drift between 85 and 125 C. 

Most of the dynamic performance specifications 
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are tested with fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques 

(Harris). An FFT plot provides a quick picture of a 

given result, and the tests are often quicker than static 

approaches. The FFT of a set of conversions on an input 

sinewave, for example, provides rapid feedback about 

distortion (related to integral nonlinearity), and noise. 

The converter including the digital filter is 

allowed to reach steady state with an input from a low 

distortion sinewave source such as a Krohn-Hite model 

(4400A) generator. Successive output samples are then 

recorded in the memory of a personal computer. The data 

is windowed, usually with a Blackman-Harris window, and a 

fast fourier transform is performed. The result is an 

array of energy content values stored in memory locations 

representing frequency bins or ranges equally spaced from 

o Hz to the sampling rate. Decimation of the converter 

outputs can be used to increase the frequency resolution 

of the bins for a given amount of memory and processing 

time for calculation of the fast fourier transform. 

Figure (7.2) is the FFT of the response of the 

circuit to a nearly pure sinewave from a Krohn-Hite model 

(4400A) generator. All individual distortion components 
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are below 110 dB, giving a 106.8 dB total distortion. 

The response of the system to frequencies outside 

the passband can be determined by plotting the response 

of the system to a variable-frequency, constant-amplitude 

input. This verifies the results of the simulation, and 

follows the magnitude response of the gaussian filter to 

within measurement accuracies of a few dB. 

FFT techniques are also useful for measuring 

power supply sensitivity. With signal on the input, and 

one on the supply of equal amplitude, the relative 

sensitivities to the two are seen in the resulting FFT. 

Figures (7.3) and (7.4) show respectively the 

sensitivities to the positive and negative supplies. At 

10 Hz input frequencies, the supply responses are 

attenuated by 3 dB in the filter, so the DC sensitivity 

is worse by 3 dB than those recorded as signal/peak noise 

on these plots. Higher frequencies follow the filter 

rejection curve down from this level. Right at the 

sampling rate, another passband again shows sensitivity 

as seen in figures (7.5) and (7.6). Similar results are 

present at multiples of fs, as expected. 
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Power supply sensitivity is reduced to better 

than -70 dB at low frequencies through the combination of 

chopping, digital postfiltering, and an inherent charge 

injection compensation. Frequencies outside the filter 

passbands are further attenuated by the filter. The 60 

Hz power supply sensitivity, for example, is unmeasurably 

low. 

ThUS, the oompleted analog to digital converter 

has been fabricated in silicon. Testing reveals that it 

is usable down to DC as desired. The resolution and 

monotonicity are at the 16 bit level, signal to 

distortion exceeds 100 dB, and signal to noise is better 

than 96 db, very near the theoretical limit for a 16 bit 

converter. A derivative of the device is being provided 

at 20 bits of resolution to fully exploit the accuracy. 

This is readily done since the digital filter and 

calibration logic maintain more resolution than needed 

for 16 bi';-;s. The calibrated offset and gain errors are 

in the 16 bit 1/8 LSB range. 

Complete specs, including production worthy 

minlmaxes are in the CS5501 and CS5503 data sheets from 

Crystal Semiconductor, for the 16 and 20 bit versions, 
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respectively. Part of the 5503 data sheet is reproduced 

in Appendix D. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this work was to design, simulate, 

and impliment in silicon, a high resolution and accurate 

oversampled analog to digital converter usable down to DC 

due to self calibration, and chopper stabilization of the 

modulator loop. The basic goal was to reach outstanding 

performance at the 16 bit level, including well under 1/2 

LSB of gain and offset errors after calibration, as well 
j~ 

as integral and differential nonlinearity, and noise. A 

low offset and gain drift under 2 microvolts per C was 

also desired. If the demonstrated performance allowed, a 

higher resolution metal option was planned. 

The requirements have been vastly exceeded, and 

the goals met, with resolution and monotonicity at the 20 

bit level, signal to distortion of over 114 dB, signal to 

noise exceeding 110 dB, calibrated offset and gain errors 

in the 1 LSB range at 20 bits, and offset drifts kept to 

about 1uV/C by the chopper stabilization. This has been 

achieved in a second order delta-sigma analog-to-digital 

converter with 3 micron double-poly CMOS. The effects of 
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amplifier flicker noise are kept at or below the 20 bit 

level by chopper stabilization of the first integrator, 

combined with the digital post-filtering. The settling 

to an input step is a rapid 1.6/BW and monotonic to the 

16 bit level. The onchip digital filter rejects 60 Hz 

inter.ference by 55dB for a 10 Hz cutoff, or more with 

reduced clock rate and bandwidth. A single pole external 

antialiasing filter with a 16 Hz cutoff gives 60dB 

attenuation to input disturbances at the 16kHz sampling 

rate or higher. Low frequency power supply sensitivity 

is reduced to better than -70dB through the combination 

of chopper stabilization and switch charge cancellation. 

At 60 Hz, this is augmented by the filter rejection of 55 

dB. 

The digital filter is an infinite impulse 

response low pass based on the difference equations 

derived from a simple case of the F damped Ghaussi and 

Laker switched capacitor biquad. The 6 pole Gaussian is 

achieved by subsequent calculation of the outputs of 3 

cascaded biquads using a single 28 bit ALU, 8 bit wide 

coefficient ROM, and appropriate RAM for storage of 

intermediate results. Control is ROM based, and fits 

into a simple timing sequence allowing the temporal 
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separation of critical analog sampling from digital 

operations to avoid corruption of the former. This 

approach simplifies subsequent design, and reduces the 

area and time required for layout of the control 

circuitry. A sinc cubed, decimate by 4 finite impulse 

response prefilter relieves requirements on the ALU 

calculation speed and word length for a given overall 

oversampling ratio and accuracy, while still rejecting 

modulator quantization noise at quarter sampling rate 

intervals required because of the decimation. The ALU 

calculates all biquads and the output correction (using 

the calibration information) only every 4 input samples, 

as dictated by logic delay and desired (low) clock rate. 

The FIR rejects shaped quantization noise within IIR 

passbands of i.ntegral multiples of the main fil ter 

calculation rate (1/4 the modulator output rate). The 

third order zeros are required for SIN of 18 bits. 

The specification goals and achieved performance 

are summarized in Table 8.1. A die photo of the complete 

chip is shown in Figure 8.1. The 16 and 20 bit versions 

are available in volume production as Crystal 

Semiconductor CS5501 and CS5503, respectively. The 

analog specifications for these parts are reproduced in 
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Table 8.1 Goals & Performance 

Parameter Goal 

Resolution >16 bit 

SIN >96 dB 

SID >96 dB 

S/Peak Noise >96 dB 

Calibrated Offset <7.5 ppm 

Calibrated Gain <7.5 ppm 

Offset Drift <2uV/C 

Gain Drift <2uV/C 

PSRR+ >60 dB 

PSRR- >60 dB 

Filter Bandwidth 10 Hz 

Settling Monotonicity >16 bit 

Settling Time <1.6/BW 

Power Dissipation <100 mW 

Die Size 

Simulated 

10 Hz 

>18 bit 

<1.2/BW 

Measured 

20 bit 

>108 dB 

>114 dB 

>114 dB 

1 ppm 

1 ppm 

1 uV/C 

1 uV/C 

>70 dB 

>75 dB 

10 Hz 

25 mW 

3.65 rom x 7.65 rom 

3u double-poly CMOS 
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Fig 8.2 Die Photo 
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appendix D. Complete data sheets are available from the 

manufacturer. 

original contributions of the Dissertation 

The original contributions of the dissertation 

include: 

1. For the first time, at least in integrated form, 

autocalibration of a delta-sigma converter was 

performed providing a DC accurate transfer 

function. 

2. Chopper stabilization was used in the modulator, 

drastically reducing the effects of amplifier 

drifts and flicker noise. Although autozeroing 

of a delta-sigma modulator has been performed, 

this is the first use of chopper stabilization 

for this purpose. 

3. Careful calculation and minimization of 

subcircuit error sources has resulted in a 120dB 

signal to distortion, even with the digital 

filtering on chip. 
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4. Investigation was made of the use of infinite 

impulse response filters in oversampling 

applications, showing the need for unexpectedly 

high resolution requirements to avoid a form of 

hysteresis in their operation. 

5. A general method for designing infinite impuls~ 

response digital filters is developed, 

an analog switched capacitor prototype. 

be a novel approach to the problem. 

based on 

This may 

6. A FIR-IIR composite filter was designed, using 

this approach for a large oversampling ratio, and 

linear phase response, consistent with sharp band 

edge requirements. 

7. The extensive digital circuitry was included on 

chip with minimal degradation of analog 

performance due to the care given to the timing 

sequence, chip layout, and robustness of the 

architecture. 

8. The chip was modeled in FORTRAN, allowing 
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the design, such as the 
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certain details of 

IIR word length, 

calibration, and effe:cts of various analog error 

sources. It also provided confidence in the 

architectural design before committing to 

13ilicon. This approach to verification does have 

precedent in industry, and is useful for future 

work. 

Recommendations for future work 

The most obvious need is for a bandwidth 

increase, since the main goal of this work was high 

accuracy, and low bandwidth 'W'as desired. Low noise is 

desired, so a higher order modulator should be used. It 

is possible to achieve similar results with multiple 

level quantizers, but noise is only improved by 6dB per 

bit. consequently, a given SIN can be achieved with a 

reduction by about 25% in oversampling rate per quantizer 

bit (compounded). Also, good linearity is required of 

the feedback DAC (not the ADC). This is easy with a 1 

bit DAC. It is a little more difficult with higher 

resolution. The higher order modulator is much more 

promising. 
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with the additional time between samples 

(assuming constant bandwidth and reduced oversampling 

ratio), pe~~~p~._~9m~ :.logic reductions could be done on 

the digital portion of the chip, reducing its complexity 

and cost. For example, the ALU could be reduced to half 

size with double precision arithmetic, and an increase of 

control circuitry. This is another benefit potentially 

derivable from a reduced oversampling ratio. 

The major DC error sources in the converter are 

charge injection and voltage coefficient related. It is 

uncertain which of these now dominates, so this should be 

determined. 

The switch sizes are about minimum, so 

improvements here 

capacitor size 

from calibration. 

probably have to come from either 

increases, some compensation scheme, or 

For example, the input elwitch size 

could be made voltage dependent (calibrated somehow) to 

reduce integral linearity and distortion errOl'S. A 

similar approach could be taken to the residual voltage 

coefficient, Cin being slightly altered as a function of 

the output code. These would, of course require further 
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investigation of the exact nature of the remaining 

errors. An external capacitor could reduce the errors 

even more, but most would be even worse for dielectric 

absorption, voltage coefficient of capacitance, and drift 

of capacitor match with temperature. This could be 

investigated, though single chip techniques are more 

promising in the author's oppinion. Double poly 

capacitors are quite high quality devices compared to 

most alternatives. 

Further investigation should be made into the 

effects of modulator ones (or zeroes) density on shaped 

quantization noise versus frequency. As the ones density 

approaches zero or unity, information is available more 

infrequently, on average, about the input. This should 

result in more noise, and the noise versus input signal 

does roughly follow this character. The appropriate 

sampling rate for the noise calculations may be one equal 

to the reciprocal of the average time between ones or 

zeroes, whichever occurs less often. 



APPENDIX A 

HSPICE Chopping Amplifier simulation 

****** h s pic e 8907e 10:32:10 10-apr90 
***************** 5501 chopping **************** 
****** copyright 1989 meta-software,ine. ***** 

.temp 25 
* nomimal processing models 

***power supplies 

vddd v+d 0 de 5 
vssd %v-d 0 de -5 
vdda %v+a 0 de 5 
vssa %v-a 0 de -5 

**signals 
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** signals for eapael & ehopamp inputs f~'om digital ** 

va a %v-a pulse (10 0 0 3n 3n 9.99u 20u) 
vb b %v-a pulse (10 0 lOu 3n 3n 9.99u 20u) 
*va a %v-a de 10 
*vb b %v-a de 0 

vealr ealr %v-a de 0 
vcalz ealz %v-a de 0 
vconv eonv %v-a de 10 
vda da %v-a de 0 
vdb db %v-a de 10 
vslb slb %v-a de 0 
vs2b s2b %v-a de 10 
vs3b s3b %v-a de 10 
vs4b s4b %v-a de 0 
vsgb sgb %v-a de 0 
vsrb srb %v-a de 10 

vin analogin 0 de 0 
vreset reset %v-a de 0 
*vreset reset %v-a de 10 
vref vref 0 de 2 

**spiee deck 

xal a b ebiasl ebias2 reset vminus vout agnd ehopamp 



xmirror cbiasl cbias2 cbs in pd pdb reset mirror 
xcapl agnd ana10gin ca1r ca1z conv da db slb s2b s3b 
+ s4b sgb srb vminus vout vref capacl 

c1 vout 0 7pf 

rstab vminus vout 1 

*bias 
ibias %v+a cbs dc 120u 
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mbl cbs cbs in %v-a tn 1=4U w=100u as=1000p ad=1000p 
mb2 in in %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=100u as=1000p ad=1000p 

*deck 

• subcl~t mirror cbias1 cbias2 cbs in pd pdb reset 
mpd cbiasl pd %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u 
m7 cbias1 cbias1 %v-a %v-a tn 1=6u w=100u 
m5 cbias2 2 4 %v+a tp 1=6u w=50u 
m6 cbias2 cbias2 cbias1 %v-a tn 1=6u w=100u 
m3 3 3 %v+a %v+a tp 1=6u w=100u 
xi2 pd pdb qinvm 
ml 2013 2014 %v-a %v-a tn J.=4u w==50u 
mpd2 2014 pdb in %v-a tn 1==4u w=7u 
mpd3 2014 pd %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u 
m2 2 2 3 %v+a tp 1=6u w=100u 
m4 4 3 %v+a %v+a tp 1=6u w=50u 
mal 2 cbs 2013 %v-a tn 1=4u w==50u 
xil pdb reset qinvm 
mpdl 3 pdb %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u 
.ends mirror 

.subckt qinvm a-out b-in 
m2 a-out b-in %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u 
m1 a-out b-in %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u 
.ends qinvm 

.subckt chopamp a b cbiasl cbias2 reset 
+ vminus vout vp1us 
* for nodeset 
rconv vminus vout 1 
mnorl 2010 a %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=14u as=112p ad=112p 
mnor2 ab pd 2010 %v+a tp 1=4U w=14u as=112p ad=112p 
mnor4 ab a %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
mnor3 ab pd %v-a %v-a tn 1=4U w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
m3m 2014 2014 2015 %v+a tp 1=6u w=50u as=400p ad=400p 
mrcfb vout 2016 vp1us %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 



mnor5 2017 b %v+a %v+a tp l=4u w=14u as=112p ad=112p 
mnor6 bb pd 2017 %v+a tp l=4u w=14u as=112p ad=112p 
mnor7 bb b %v-a %v-a tn l=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
mnor8 bb pd %v-a %v-a tn l=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
msb3 2019 bb vplus %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
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ml0 2020 2021 2022 2023 tn 1=4u ~=100u as=800p ad=800p 
ml1 2022 2019 20230 20230 tn l=10u w=300u 
+ as=2400p ad=2400p 
* offset voltage 
vos 20230 2023 25m 
m17 2024 2021 2025 2023 tn l=4u w=100u as=800p ad=800p 
m18 2025 2026 2023 2023 tn 1=10u w=300u 
+ as=2400p ad=2400p 
m7 2021 2027 2028 %v+a tp 1=6u w=150u as=1200p ad=1200p 
m3 2029 2029 2027 %v+a tp 1=6u w=300u as=2400p ad=2400p 
m2 2027 2029 2030 %v+a tp l=6u w=40u as=320p ad=320p 
* revb 
m21 vout 2031 %v-a %v-a tn l=6u w=250u 
+ as=1600p ad=1600p 
* revc 
m13 2023 2032 2033 %v-a tn 1=6u w=25u as=400p ad=400p 
msb4 2026 bb vminus %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
m9 2020 2027 2034 %v+a tp 1=6u w=300u as=2400p ad=2400p 
m15 2035 2036 %v+a %v+a tp l=6u w=300u 
+ as=2400p ad=2400p 
msbl 2024 bb 2036 %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
* revb 
m19 vout 2037 %v+a %v+a tp 1=6u w=1000u 
+ as=6400p ad=6400p 
cc 20370 vout 15pf 
mcomp 2037 %v-a 20370 %v+a tp 1=6u w=20u 
m12 %v-a vplus 2021 %v+a tp 1=6u w=100u as=800p ad=800p 
msa4 vminus ab 2019 %v+a tp l=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
msa3 vplus ab 2026 %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
mpdp3 2036 2016 %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
* revc 
m14 2033 2031 %v-a %v-a tn 1=6u w=25u as=400p ad=400p 
m16 2024 2027 2035 %v+a tp l=6u w=300u 
.... as=2400p ad=2400p 
msa2 2037 ab 2024 %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=56p ad=56p 
xi2 2016 reset qinvm 
ml 2030 2030 %v+a %v+a tp l=6u w=300u as=2400p ad=2400p 
mlm 2015 2015 %v+a %v+a tp l=6u w=50u as=400p ad=4COp 
m4m 2032 2014 2038 %v+a tp 1=6u w'::50u as=400p ad=400p 
m8m 2031 2031 %v-a %v-a tn 1=6u w=50u as=400p ad=400p 
m6m 2032 2032 2031 %v-a tn l=6u w=50u as=400p ad=400p 
m7m 2039 2040 %v-a %v-a tn 1=6U w=50u as=400p ad=400p 
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mSm 2014 cbias2 2039 %v-a tn 1=6U w=SOu as=400p ad=400p 
mpdn2 2031 pd %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
mpdnS 2040 pd %v-a %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
mpdn4 cbias1 2016 2040 %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
xis pd 2016 qinvm 
m2m 2038 201S %v+a %v+a tp 1=6u w=SOu as=400p ad=400p 
mpdmp1 201S 2016 %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
* revc 
mS 2042 2031 %v-a %v-a tn 1=6u w=2Su as=400p ad=400p 
* revc 
m4 2029 2032 2042 %v-a tn 1=6U w=2Su as=400p ad=400p 
mpdp1 2030 2016 %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
mpdp2 2037 2016 %v+a %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
msa1 2020 ab 2036 %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
m6 2028 2030 %v+a %v+a tp 1=6U w=lS0u as=1200p ad=1200p 
m8 2034 2036 %v+a %v+a tp 1=6u w=300u as=2400p ad=2400p 
msb2 2020 bb 2037 %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=S6p ad=S6p 
.ends chopamp 

.subckt capac1 agnd analogin calr calz conv da db 
+ slb s2b s3b s4b sgb srb vin1 vout vref 
xidith2 2017 db qinvm 
rndith2 2019 2017 agnd %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=70p ad=70p 
mdithl 2019 2020 vref %v+a tp 1=4u w=7u as=70p ad=70p 
cdith 44 2019 .2Spf 
m9b 2023 2024 43 %v-a tn 1=4u w=20u as=200p ad=200p 
xi3S 2026 s2b qinvm 
xi36 2027 srb qinvm 
xi34 2028 2026 qinvm 
xi31 2024 slb qinvm 
cl 44 30 10pf 
m2a agnd 2 30 %v-a tn 1=4u w=20u as=200p ad=200p 
mc6 2023 103 agnd %v+a tp 1=4U w=320u as=3200p ad=3200p 
mcS 2023 104 agnd %v-a tn 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
mc4 2023 lOS analogin %v+a tp 1=4u w=320u 
+ as=3200p ad=3200p 
mc3 2023 106 analogin %v-a tn 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
mc2 2023 101 vref %v+a tp 1=4u w=320u as=3200p ad=3200p 
mc1 2023 102 vref %v-a tn 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
c6 43 agnd 7pf 
c3 44 43 7.Spf 
cSa vout agnd 2pf 
c8 vout agnd 3pf 
ml1a vinl 16 44 %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u as=70p ad=70p 
cla 30 agnd 1.Spf 
xi21 101 calr qinvm 
xi22 102 101 qinvm 
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xi23 103 calz qinvm 
xi24 104 103 qinvm 
xi25 105 conv qinvm 
xi26 106 105 qinvm 
m2b agnd 1 30 %v+a tp 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
xi40 1 2 qinvm 
xi33 16 s4b qinvm 
xi37 2039 2027 qinvm 
xi39 2 sgb qinvm 
m12a agnd 18 44 %v-a tn 1=4u w=7u as=70p ad=70p 
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m10b agnd 2028 43 %v+a tp 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
ml0a agnd 2026 43 %v-a tn 1=4u w=20u as=200p ad=200p 
xi32 6 2024 qinvm 
c3i 43 agnd .5pf 
mla 30 2027 vref %v-a tn 1=4u w=20u as=200p ad=200p 
mlb 30 2039 vref %v+a tp 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
c5 vinl vout 25pf 
m9a 2023 6 43 %v+a tp 1=4u w=80u as=800p ad=800p 
xi38 18 s3b qinvm 
xidithl 2020 da qinvm 
.ends capacl 

.ic 
+ O:%v-a =-5.000 O:%v-d =-5.000 0:0 = 
+ O:a = 5.000 O:agnd = O. O:analogin= 
+ O:b =-5.000 O:calr =-5.000 O:calz = 
+ 0:cbiasl=-3.775 0:cbias2=-1.807 O:cbs = 
+ O:conv = 5.000 O:da =-5.000 O:db = 
+ O:in =-3.510 O:pd =-5.000 O:pdb = 
+ O:reset =-5.000 O:slb =-5.000 0:s2b = 
+ 0:s3b = 5.000 0:s4b =-5.000 O:sgb = 
+ O:srb = 5.000 O:v+d = 5.000 _t):vminus = 
+ O:vout =68.418m O:vref = 2.000 1:2010 = 
+ 1:2014 = 1.696 1:2015 = 3.504 1:2016 = 
+ 1:2017 = 5.000 1:2019 =71. 793m 1:2020 = 

O. 
O. 

-5.000 
-1.221 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 

-5.000 
68.420m 
-3.393 
5.000 
4.047 

+ 1:2021 = 1.592 1:2022 =20.243m 1:2023 =-846.581m 
+ 1:2024 = 3.933 1:2025 =54.542m 1:2026 = -9.577m 
+ 1:2027 = 3.684 1:2028 = 4.733 1:2029 = 2.396 
+ 1:2030 = 4.016 1:2031 =-3.775 1:2032 = -1. 801 
+ 1:2033 =-3.780 1:2034 = 4.722 1:2035 = 4.722 
+ 1:2036 = 4.045 1:2037 = 3.894 1:2038 = 3.477 
+ 1:2039 =-3.766 1:2040 =-3.775 1:2042 = -3.769 
+ 1:20230 =21.581m 1:20370 = 3.872 l:ab = -4.999 
+ l:bb = 5.000 l:pd =-5.000 2:2 = 1.057 
+ 2:3 = 3.194 2:4 = 3.167 2:2013 = -3.499 
+ 2:2014 =-3.510 3:1 =-·5.000 3:2 = 5.000 
+ 3:6 =-5.000 3:16 = 4.999 3:18 = -5.000 
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+ 3:30 =-4.085m 3:43 =-3.853m'3:44 = 139.428m 
+ 3:101 = 5.000 3:102 =-5.000 
+ 3:104 =-5.000 3:105 =-5.000 
+ 3:2017 =-5.000 3:2019 =8844m 
+ 3:2023 =69.830u 3:2024 = 5.000 
+ 3:2027 =-5.000 3:2028 = 5.000 

.global v+d %v-d %v+a %v-a agnd 
vagnd agnd 0 dc 0 

3:103 = 
3:106 = 
3:2020 = 
3:2026 = 
3:2039 = 

.options nomod chgtol=le-15 absv=le-6 absi=le-l0 
+ relq=le-4 relv=le-4 reli=le-4 
*.options nomod 
*.op 30u 
.tran .5u 30u uic 
*.plot tran v(vout) v (vminus) v(a) v(b) 
.print tran v(vout) v (vminus) v(a) v(b) 

.end 

5.000 
5.000 
5.000 

-5.000 
5.000 

****** h s pic e 8907e 10:32:10 10-apr90 
***************** 5501 chopping **************** 
****** copyright 1989 meta-software,inc. ***** 
****** circuit name directory 
****** 
circuit number to circuit 
number circuitname 

o main circuit 
1 xal 
2 xmirror 
3 xcapl 
4 xal.xi2 
5 xal.xi5 
6 xmirror.xi2 
7 xmirror.xil 
8 xcapl.xidith2 
9 xcapl.xi35 

10 xcap1.xi36 
11 xcap1. xi34 
12 xcapl.xi31 
13 xcap1.xi21 
14 xcapl.xi22 
15 xcap1. xi23 
16 xcap1.xi24 
17 xcap1. xi25 
18 xcap1.xi26 
19 xcap1.xi40 
2.0 xcapl.xi33 

name directory 
multiplier 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
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21 xcapl.xi37 1.00 
22 xcapl. xi39 1.00 
23 xcapl. xi32 1. 00 
24 xcap1.xi38 1.00 
25 xcap1.xidith1 1.00 

****** h s pic e 8907e 10:32:10 10-apr90 
***************** 5501 chopping **************** 
****** copyright 1989 meta-software, inc. ***** 
****** transient analysis tnom= 25.000 temp= 25.000 
****** 

time 

O. 
500.00000n 

1.00000u 
1.50000u 
2.00000u 
2.50000u 
3.00000u 
3.50000u 
4.00000u 
4.50000u 
5.00000u 
5.50000u 
6.00000u 
6.50000u 
7.00000u 
7.50000u 
8.00000u 
8.50000u 
9.00000u 
9.50000u 

10.00000u 
10.50000u 
11.00000u 
11.50000u 
12.00000u 
12.50000u 
13.00000u 
13.50000u 
14.00000u 
14.50000u 
15.00000u 
15.50000u 
16.00000u 
16.50000u 

voltage 
vout 

68.4180m 
88.2673m 

-16.7785m 
-26.7867m 
-24.6712m 
-24.8818m 
-25.2314m 
-24.9161m 
-24.9123m 
-25.0851m 
-24.9902m 
-24.9616m 
-25.0612m 
-24.9404m 
-25.0358m 
-24.9911m 
-24.9998m 
-25.0083m 
-24.9924m 
-25.0081m 
-28.6734m 

19.8886m 
26.5073m 
24.5534m 
25.0407m 
25.1826m 
24.8860m 
24.9948m 
25.0305m 
24.9948m 
24.9776m 
25.0346m 
24.9777m 
25.0058m 

voltage 
vminus 
68.4200m 
88.2697m 

-16.7777m 
-26.7867m 
-24.6713m 
-24.8820m 
-25.2309m 
-24.9J.69m 
-24.9115m 
-25.0855m 
-24.9901m 
-24.9614m 
-25.0617m 
-24.9396m 
-25.0366m 
-24.9906m 
-25.0000m 
-25.0085m 
-24.9919m 
-25.0089m 
-28.6722m 

19.8874m 
26.5072m 
24.55J5m 
25.0405m 
25.1830m 
24.8857m 
24.9950m 
25.0305m 
24.9947m 
24.9779m 
25.0343m 
2·1.9781m 
25.0056m 

voltage 
a 

5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 

5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 

voltage 
b 

-5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 

-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5. ':>000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
·'5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 



17.00000u 
17.50000u 
18.00000u 
18.50000u 
19.00000u 
19.50000u 
20.00000u 
20.50000u 
21. OOOOOu 
21.50000u 
22.00000u 
22.50000u 
23.00000u 
23.50000u 
24.00000u 
24.50000u 
25.00000u 
25.50000u 
26.00000u 
26.50000u 
27.00000u 
27.50000u 
28.00000u 
28.50000u 
29.00000u 
29.50000u 
30.00000u 

25.0019m 
24.9961m 
25.0035m 
24.9985m 
24.9992m 
25.0019m 
19.8274m 

-26.7391m 
-25.2138m 
-24.3603m 
-25.2015m 
-25.0977m 
-24.8784m 
-25.0330m 
-25.0325m 
-24.9685m 
-25.0048m 
-25.0068m 
-24.9960m 
-24.9980m 
-25.0070m 
-24.9945m 
-25.0026m 
-25.0001m 
-24.9991m 
-25.0024m 
-28.6740m 

25.0020m 
24.9962m 
25.0033m 
24.9989m 
24.9989m 
25.0021m 
19.8261m 

-26.7386m 
-25.2143m 
-24.3599m 
-25.2017m 
-25.0977m 
-24.8783m 
-25.0332m 
-25.0322m 
-24.9688m 
-25.0046m 
-25.0068m 
-24.9961m 
-24.9978m 
-25.0073m 
-24.9941m 
-25.0029m 
-25.0001m 
-24.9990m 
-25.0027m 
-~8.6727m 

5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 

-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5,.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 

5.0000 
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-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 
-5.0000 

5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 
5.0000 

***** job concluded 
****** h s pic e 8907e 10:32:10 10-apr90 
***************** 5501 chopping **************** 
****** copyright 1989 meta-software,inc. ***** 
****** job statistics summary tnom= 25.000 temp= 25.000 
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APPENDIX B 

LEFT-JUSTIFIED MULTIPLICATIONS 

The multiplications of the ALU if perfornled by 

the normal multiplication algorithm, would give and 

require a resultant with very high resolution roughly 

equal to the sum of the resolutions of the multiplier and 

multiplicand, with the lower bits of the resultant being 

insignificant. The computation of the product of two 

numbers is illustrated below: 

111 1 

x 1 1 1 1 

111 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 100 001 

Full scale values are chosen because the carries 

are then th~ grp-atest~ and the lower bits are needed to 

maintain accuracy. Therefore, full scale values provide 

the worst case errors for multiply algorithms. If the 
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lower bits are simply ignored, then the required carries 

are not present as shown below: 

1 1 1 1 

x 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 101 0 

where the rightmost 3 bits are truncated. 

an error equal to 1 in the fourth column 

due to the lack of the needed carries. 

This produces 

from the left 

The right justified approaches shown above relate 

to the longhand multiplication normally performed, and is 

applicable to the multiplication of integers. It implies 

that a resolution is required just to hold places in the 

resultant. 

Suppo~e, however, that the objective is not to 

achieve a precise product of two integers, but to achieve 

the product of 2 binary numbers, each less than unity, to 
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the accuracy only of the multiplicand. The algorithm 

below provides just such a function, where the binary 

point (like decimal point for the binary number) is to 

the left of the arguments and resultant: 

1 1 1 1 

x 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 0 0 

Instead of shifting the multiplicand left, and adding 

this times the appropriate multiplier bit to the running 

summation, the sum is shifted to the right after each 

step. This accomplishes, over the course of the 

calculation, division by the full scale of the multiplier 

word. The final shift in the example above gives an 

output of 1 1 1 0, only one LSB at the 8 bit level from 

the exact calculation beginning this appendix. It can 

also be noted that the example product is of two numbers, 
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each 1 LSB less than unity. Such a' product, (1-e)**2, 

where e = 1 LSB « 1, should be approximately (1-(2*e», 

as was succesfully calculated by the new algorithm. 

This algorithm is used in the filter and output 

routines to provide good accuracy without excessive 

register length. The output of an ADC can be considered 

a word telling what fraction of full scale the input is. 

This is consistent with the left justified nature of this 

algorithm. The desire to have accuracy no more than that 

of the multiplicand is also compatible with the 

technique. In the case of the filter multiplies, the 

multiplier is only eight bits, but this affects only the 

resolution of the pole locations, and does not increase 

granularity of the input to output transfer ratio. 



APPENDIX C 

LOOP SIMULATION 

* Routine to simulate & DFT analyze modulator output 
integer m,n,j,i,bell1,bel13,bellfft 
double complex zk1(32768),xi1(32768),vi1(32768) 

@ ,vi2(16384) 
double complex zk(16384),wk(16384),e(16384) 

@ ,xi(16384) 
double complex vout1(8192), vout2(4096),vout,vi 
real*8 v3,V1,x,t,v1p,a,f,w,filout,ms, 

@ v11,v12,v21,v22,v31,v32 
@ ,sh1,sh2,sh3,f1,f2,f3,C1,C2,c3,one,dia, 
@ zl,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9,z10,fs 
double complex y1 
n=65536 
v3=0.0 
v1=1. 
x=o.o 
a=O.O 
v1p=0.0 
t=o.o 
y1=(0.O,0.0) 
j=O 
dia=O.O 
one=67108864. 
fs=134217728. 
sh1u::16. 
sh2=16. 
sh3=32. 
f1=184. 
f2=220. 
f3=234. 
c1=181. 
c2=136. 
c3=120. 
xl=O.O 
x3=0.0 
x4=0.0 
zl=O 
z2L:0 
z3=0 
z4=0 
z5=0 
z6=0 
z7=0 
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z8=0 
z9=0 
zlO=O 
v32po=0.0 
vl=.2 
vlp=.075 
v3=-.0125 
print *,' dither amplitude?' 
read *,dia 
belll=O 
bell3=0 
bellfft=O 

* input frequency sweep do loop 
* do 500 k=0,1600 

ms=O. 
f=lO 
w=6.283185308*f 

* all data gathering do loop 
do 100 i=1,2*n 
j=i/4 
t=(62.5d-6)*i 
a=cos(w*t) 

* 20 hz antialiassing filter 
a=a*20/ (f+20) 

* fu=drand(2) 
fudc=(fu-l)/1.d5 
x=.75*a+(dia*((-1)**i»+fudc 
xil(i)=x 
call modulator(x,vl,V3,yl,belll,bell3) 
zkl(i)=yl 
call filter(yl,fs,vi,vout,i,shl,sh2,sh3, 

@ fl,f2,f3,cl,c2,c3,vll,v12,v21,v22,v31,V32) 
vil(i)=vi 
voutl(j)=vout 

100 continue 
* fft data gathering do loop 

do 200 i=l,n 
j=(i+3)/4 
m=n/4 
xi(i)=xil(n+i) 
zk(i)=zkl(n+i) 
vout2(j)=voutl(m+j) 
vi2(i)=vil(n+i) 

200 continue 
call window(n,xi) 
call window(n,zk) 
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call window(n,vi2) 
call window(n/4,vout2) 

* fft routine 
* 3-2-90 call exptab(n,e) 
* 1/(n**.5) 
* 3-2-90 call fft(n,xi,wk,e,.00781250) 
* 3-2-90 call fft(n,zk,wk,e,.00781250) 
* 3-2-90 call fft(n,vi2,wk,e,.00781250) 

call exptab(n/4,e) 
call fft(n/4,vout2,wk,e,.01562500) 

* output routine 
do 499 m=1,«n/4» 
filout=vout2(m)*conjg(vout2(m» 
ms=filout 
if (filout .gt. 1d-12) go to 498 
filout=ld-12 
bellfft=bellfft+1 

498 write (16,*) m,lO*loglO(ms) 
499 binin=xi(m)*conjg(xi(m» 

write (16,*) '''D~111,bel13,bellfft 
stop 
end 

subroutine modulator(x,v1,v3,y1,bell1,bel13) 
real*8 x,v1,v1p,v3,z 
integer bell1,bel13 
double complex y1 

limit=l. 
v1p=v1 
V1=v1+«x-y1)/2.5) 
V3=v3+«v1-.5*v1p)/3) 
if (v1 .gt. limit) then 
v1=limit 
bell1=belll+1 
endif 
if (v1 .It. -limit) then 
v1=-limit 
bell1=bell1+1 
endif 
if (v3 .gt. 0.0) y1=(1.,0.) 
if (v3 .le. 0.0) y1=(-1.,0.) 
if (v3 .gt. 0.0) z=l. 
if (v3 .le. 0.0) z=o.o 
if (v3 .gt. limit) then 
v3=limit 
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beI13=beI13+1 
endif 
if (v3 .It. -limit) then 
v3=-limit 
beI13=beI13+1 
endif 
return 
end 

subroutine filter(y1,fs,vi,vout,i,sh1,sh2,sh3, 
@ f1,f2,f3,c1,c2,c3,v11,v12,v21,V22,v31,V32) 
real*8 vi,Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5,Z6,Z7,z8,Z9,ZlO,sh1 

@ ,sh2,sh3,f1,f2,f3,c1,c2,c3,v11,v12,v21,v22 
@ ,v31,V32,x1,x3,x4 

zlO=z9 
z9=z8 
z8=z7 
z7=z6 
z6=z5 
z5=z4 
z4=z3 
z3=z2 
z2=zl 
zl=y1 
vi=fs*«(zl+ZlO)+3*CZ2+Z9)+6*(z3+z8)+10*(z4+z7) 

@ +12*(z5+z6»/64) 
* Sinc cubed decimate by 4 

* 

* 

if (i/4 .eg. (i+1)/4) go to 500 

v12=v12+(v11/sh3) 
x1=v12*(f1/256) 
x1=x1/sh1 
v12=v12-x1 
x3=vi-v12 
x4=x3*(c1/256) 
x4=x4/sh2 
v11=v11+x4 

v22=v22+(V21/sh3) 
x1=v22*(f2/256) 
x1=x1/sh1 
v22=v22-x1 
x3=v12-v22 
x4=x3*(C2/256) 
x4=x4/sh2 
v21=v21+x4 
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* 

* 

v32=V32+(v31/sh3) 
X1=V32*(f3/256) 
x1=xl/sh1 
v32=v32-x1 
x3=v22-v32 
x4=X3*(c3/256) 
x4=x4/sh2 
v31=v31+x4 

500 vout=v32 

return 
end 

subroutine window(n,zk) 

double complex zwind,zk(n) 
real*8 gam 

do 210 i=l,n 
zwind=zk(i) 
gam=(6.28318531*i)/n 
zwind=(0.35875-0.48829*(cos(gam»+0.14128 

@ *(cos(2*gam»-.01168*(cos(3*gam»)*zwind 
zk(i)=zwind 

210 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine exptab(n,e) 

double complex e(n) 
double precision h(28) 
i=4 
do 10 j=1,28 
h(j)=(1/(cos«2*asin(1.0dOO»/i»)/2 

10 i=i*2 

m=n/2 
1=m/2 
e(l)=(1.,O.) 
e(l+l)=(O. ,1.) 
e(m+1)=(-1.,0.) 
j:<:l 

100 i=1/2 
do 200 k=i,m,l 
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200 e(k+1)=h(j)*(e(k+i+1)+e(k-i+1» 
if «j+1) .It. 28) goto 300 
j=28 
goto 400 

300 j=j+1 
400 l=i 

if (1 .gt. 1) goto 100 
return 
end 

subroutine fft (n,zk,wk,e,squinv) 

* rn=sqrt(n) 
* squinv=l/rn 

double complex wk(n),zk(n),e(n),conjg 
m=n/2 
1=1 

100 k=O 
j=l 
i=l 

200 wk(i+k)=zk(i)+zk(i+m) 
wk(i+j)=e(k+1)*(zk(i)-zk(i+m» 
i=i+1 
if (i .le. j) goto 200 
k=j 
j=k+l 
if (j .le. m) goto 200 
do 300 i=l,n 

300 zk(l)=wk(i) 
1=1+1 
if (1 .le. m) goto 100 
do 400 i=l,n 

400 zk(i)=squinv*conjg(zk(i» 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX D 

CS5503 Data Sheet 

.. .-.. ..,..,~. . ----- ... . .... ~~ ... .., 
Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5503 

Low-Cost, 20-8it Measurement AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS ADC with Filtering: 
e-Pole, Low-Pass Gaussian Fiiter with 
Corner Frequencies Irom 0.5 to 10Hz 

• Up to 4kHz Output Word Rates 

• On Chip Sell-Calibration Circuitry 
linearity Error: ±O.0003% FS 
Oflset and Fuli-Scale Errors: ±4 LSB 
20-Bit No Missing Codes 

• System Calibration Capability 

• Flexible Serial Communications Port 
IlC-Compatible Formats 
3-State Data and Clock Outputs 

, • Pin-Selectable Unipolar/Bipolar Ranges 

• Low Power Consumption: 25mW 
Sleep Mode for Portable Applications 

• Evaluation Board Available 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: Page 31 
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AtN 
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DONO , 
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12 II 

r 

CLKOI1T CLKlN 

General Description 
The CS5503 Is a Iow·cost CMOS NO converter which 
Is Ideal for measuring Iow·frequency signals repre
senllng physical. chemical, and biological processes. 
The CS5503 ullllzes charge-balance techniques to 
achieve trua 18·bn accuracy wnh up to 4kHz word rates 
81 low oost, In. 20·pln DIP package. 

The CS5503 oonllnuously lamples at a r.te set by the 
usor In the form of ellher a CMOS clock or a crystal. 
On-chlp dlg~al fine ring procenel the dati lind updales 
Ihe output register .t a 4kHz rate. Thellhering llSIumes 
a Iow'pass, 6·pole Gaussian response. Comer frequen· 
clos can be oat from 0.5Hz to 10Hz, thus rejecting 50Hz 
and 60Hz frequencies and any noise at spurious fre· 
quencles. 

The CS5503 Includes on-chlp aeH-callbrallon clrcu"ry 
which can be Inhlated at any lime or tef11l8relure to in
sure ollset and lull· scale orroll 01 less than 4 LSB. Tha 
davlce can also be applied In system calibration 
schemell to null ollsel and gain errors In the Input chan
nol. 

The CS5503's aorial port ollors two model 01 operation, 
for diIGe! Inlnl1ace to ahHt regle1UN or lynclllonoul 
sorial ports 01 Industry· standard mlcrooonlroliell. The 
C555031s pin oompatlble w~h the16-bh C55501. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 29 
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", ------------------------
this document oonlalns Informallon for a new pro~ct. Crystal " Preliminary Product Information 

Cry.'" Sam/conductor CQrpolll/on 
P.O. Bolt 17847. Austin. TX 78760 
(512) 445·7222 7WX: 910·874·1352 

Semiconductor reservel the right to modHy Ihls product wHhout notice. 
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------------------------ CS5503 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA. 25 oC: vA+., VD+ • 5V: VA·, VD· • ·5V: VREF • 2,5V: 
ClKIN .4,096MHz: Bipolar Mode: MODE. +5V: R.ource. 7500 with a 1 nF to AGND at AIN (see Note 1): un· 
less otherwise specified,) 

Paramat., • CS550:J.J,K,L CSS50:J.A,B,C CS550:J.S,T,U Unit. min typ max min typ mi. min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range o to +70 -40 to +85 ·55 to +125 ·0 

Accu,.cy 

Linearity Error oJ,A,S 0.00t5 0,003 0.0015 0,003 0.0015 0,003 

Tmln toT mlllC '!(,B,T 0,0007 0,0015 0,0007 0,0015 0,0007 TBD .t'" FS 
·L,O,U 0.0003 TBD 0.0003 TBD 0.0003 TaD 

Dnferlnllal NonlinllrHy Tmln 20 20 20 BITS (No Milling Codel) to Tmax 

Full Scali Error (Note 2) .t4 ±16 ±4 ± 16 ±4 ± 16 LSB 

Full Scali Drift (Note 3) ±19 TBD ± 19 TaD .t 37 TBD LSB 

Unipolar Off.et (Note 2) ±4 .t 16 ±4 ±16 ±4 .t 16 LSB 
Unipolar Off.Dt Om! 

±26 TBD ±67 TaD +46 TaD LSB 
(Note 3) -400 

Bipolar Off,lt (Note 2) ±4 ±16 ±4 .t 16 .t4 ±16 LSB 
Bipolar Offllt Orift 

±13 TaD ±3.4 TaD +24 TaD LSB (Nole3) ·200 

Bipolar Negative ±8 ±32 ±8 ±32 .t8 ±32 LSB 
Full Scale Error (Note 2) 

Bipolar Nogative 
±10 TBD .tl0 TBD ±20 TaD LSB Full Scale Drift (Note 3) 

Noi.e (Referred to Output) 1,6 1,6 1.6 LSBrma 

PaM/' SUppll .. 

DO Pow., Supply Current. 

'A+ 2 3,2 2 3,2 2 3,2 rnA 

'A· 2 3,2 2 3,2 2 3,2 rnA 
10+ 1 1,5 1 1,5 1 1,5 mA 

'0· (Note 4) 0,03 0,1 0,03 0.1 0.03 0,1 rnA 

Pow.r Dltalpatlon 
SLEEP High 25 40 25 40 25 40 mW 
SLEEP Low (Note 4) 10 20 10 20 10 40 uW 

Pow.r Supply RejlCtlon 
Po,hlv. SupplieD 70 70 70 dB 
Negatlv. Supplle: ('jote5) 7S 75 75 dB 

AMloglnput 

Analog Input Ranga 
Unipolar o to+2,5 o to +2,5 o to +2.5 V 
Bipolar ±2,5 ±2,5 :!:2,5 V 

Input Capacitance 20 20 20 pF 

DC Diu Current (Note 1) 1 1 1 nA 

• Refer to the Specification DefinHlons Immediately following the Pin Description Section. 
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-------. ---------_ .. _-
= 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5S03 

CS5503-J,K,L,A,B,C,S,T,U 

SYltlm ClllbrlUon Unipolar Modi Bipolar Mode 
Splclflcellonl min typ mix min typ mix Unltl 

Posijlve Full Seale VREF+O.l VREF+O.l V Calibration Range 

Po.~lve Full Seale VREF+O.l VREF+O.l V Input Ovlrrange 

Negative Full Scale ·(VREF+O.l ) ·(VREF+O.l ) V Input Overrange 

Maximum Offllt (Not. B) ·(VREF+O.l) -40% VREFto V CaUbrlllon Range (Note 7) +40%VREF 

Input Spin (Note 8) 80%VAEF 200%VAEF 80%VAEF 
200%VAEF 

V +0.2 +0.2 

Notes: 1. The AIN pin presents a very high Input resilltance at de and a minor dynamic load wh!ch scales to the 
ClKIN frequency. Both source reslsUlnce and shunt capacHance are therefore crHlcalln 
determining the CS5503'8 source Impedance requirements. For more Information reler the teX1sectlon 
Analog Input Impedance Considerations. 

2. Applies alter calibration at the temperature of Interest. 
3. Total drift over the specified temperalure range since calibration at power·up at 25°C. This Is 

guaranteed by design and lor characterization. Recalibratlon at any temperature will remove these 
, errors. 

4. All outputs unloaded. All Inputs CMOS levels. 
5. O.IHz to 10Hz. PSAA at 60 Hz will exceed 120 dB due to the benefit olthe dlgltalfllter. 
6. In unipolar mode the offset can have 'I negative value (·VAEF) such that the unipolar mode can mimic 

bipolar mode operation. 
7. The specHlcations for Input Overrange and for Input Span apply additional constraints on the offset 

calibration range. 
8. For Unipolar mode, Input Span Is the dHference between full scale and zero scalo. For Bipolar mode, 

Input Span Is the difference between positive and negative full scale points. When using less than 
the maximum Input span, the span range may be placed anywhere within the range of :I:(VREF + 0.1). 

Specifications are subject to change wllhout notice. 

f--- Unlpoier ModI Bipolar Mode 
uV lSB's %FS ppmFS lSB's %FS ppm FS 

U.596 0.25 0.0000238 0.24 0.13 0.0000119 0.12 

1.192 0.50 0.0000477 0.47 0.26 0.00002311 0.24 

2.384 1.00 0.0000954 0.95 0.50 0.0000477 0.47 

4.768 2.00 0.0001907 1.91 1.00 0.0000954 0.95 

9.537 4.00 0.0003814 3.81 2.00 0.000191)7 1.91 . 
VREFm2.5V 

Vall Cooversloo Factor. 

DS48PP2 3 
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-_ .. _-_. " --- ._. _.1* __ ... - CS5503 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Paramllir Symbol Rallo 

Sampling Frequency Is CLKIN1256 

Output Updale Rale lout CLKIN/l024 

Filter Corner Frequency 1·3dB CLKIN/409,600 

SIt1ling Tim. to :1:.°.0007,.. FS (FS Slep) Is 506,8801CLKIN 

·1<10 
10 100 1000 
F~InHI 

FrequeDcy Re.poDSe 

)( 

j2 jCl> 

)( II 

)( 
81,2 = ·1.4667 ±j1.8199 

.(1 
·2 )( ·1 83,4 .. ·1.7559 ± j1.0008 

)( ojl 85,6 = ·1.8746 ± jO.32276 

)( 

S·DomaiD PolelZero Piol (CoatIDUOIII. Time RepreseDtalloD) 

H(x). [I + 0.694x2 + 0.241x4 + 0.0557x6 + O.OO9664x· + O.OOI34xIO + 0.000155xI2r l12 

where x. (If.]dB, f.]dB • CLKIN 1409.600. and f Is the frequency of InteresL 

CODtiDuous, Time RepreseDtatioa or 6-Pole GaussiaD Filter 

Unit. 

Hz 
Hz 
Hz 
S 

DS48PP2 
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